The directions of development and relationship of the urban college campus with its community are examined in detail. Annotated bibliographies of articles from periodicals and scholarly journals are grouped by subject classifications. The subjects listed are--(1) administration, (2) planning, (3) educational-architectural relations, (4) finance, (5) state legislation, (6) construction, (7) expansion, (8) utilization, (9) parking, and (10) college-community relations. These subjects include 289 annotated abstracts of articles. A separate section of 482 referenced articles on building description follows. These references are separated into those without floor plans and those with floor plans, and list only periodical articles. (RLP)
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INTRODUCTION
Why Prepare for Growth?

The image in the public's mind of a college and university campus is generally one of ivy covered buildings, stylistic architecture, and landscapes in harmony with terrain contour and geographic climate. Since the physical environment is the most obvious aspect of an institution—whether the institution be an industrial enterprise, a governmental agency, or a college or university—it is of paramount importance for those charged with the planning of institutional facilities to consider the functional and aesthetic qualities of the buildings and grounds of college and university campuses. An attractive and functional physical environment is not only conducive to favorable work conditions but also predisposes visitors and the general public to a favorable impression of the institution.

The increase in the numbers of students in colleges and universities has required colleges and universities to emphasize the importance of development and long-range planning of their campuses. It is a rare institution that does not include within its organizational framework a unit that is responsible for planning and coordinating the needs of the physical facilities—instructional, research, auxiliary, and general—of the institution. The responsibility of such units within colleges and universities, to be most effective, should take into account all aspects of the physical environment, including building sites, architectural styles, roads and sidewalks, student and automobile traffic, landscaping, and the immediate environs of the institution. The objective, of course, is to provide the institution with the facilities needed to accommodate its students, faculty, and staff. The campus environment should harmonize the wise use of land and building space without hindering the institution's daily operation. Also, the esthetic qualities of a campus environment should not be sacrificed even though efficiency and effectiveness may be impaired to some degree.

Beset with the task of planning for additional physical facilities—constructing new and rehabilitating old buildings, acquiring and developing land, and constantly reappraising the environment in the immediate vicinity of the institution—college and university planners have not always been successful in developing the type of campus environment which is operationally effective and esthetically attractive. This has posed a challenge and an opportunity to those responsible for campus planning and development.

The need for additional classrooms, laboratories, faculty offices, dormitories, dining halls, administrative and research offices, and other types of facilities to accommodate more and more students and faculty points to the increasing importance of the role of physical plant planners and administrators on college and university campuses. This need also points to the importance.
of synthesizing the existing body of knowledge on physical facilities. Such a synthesis would be useful to planners and administrators as well as to instructional personnel charged with imparting knowledge to students of higher education. It is with the purpose of providing a synthesis of available knowledge on physical facilities that the authors undertook the task of identifying and annotating the pertinent literature that has been published in the physical facilities area between 1950 and 1967. A by-product of the larger project is an analysis of trends in physical facilities, literature involving subject areas, authors' positions, publication media, and frequency of publication.1

Characteristics of the Study

There were 2.6 million students enrolled in institutions of higher education in 1950. By 1960 the figure had increased to 3.2 million, today it is approximately 7.0 million and by 1980 it is estimated that the enrollment may reach 10-11 million students. With these figures in mind it is not difficult to perceive that higher education administrators are faced with problems that will continue to plague them in the future.

Administrators are well aware of the need for academic and non-academic facilities that are required to accommodate students. A functional physical environment is essential for the educational process to achieve an optimum level of efficiency. In view of this, three questions might be asked: (1) to what extent has this problem been dealt with in published articles? (2) what are the positions of the authors and the areas to which they address themselves? (3) what inferences can be drawn from an examination of the first two questions?

Problems Inherent in the Physical Pattern Facing the University

The location of new buildings on a campus poses numerous problems to those responsible for campus planning. Without proper long-range planning the physical structure of the campus can, in time, become a hodgepodge of buildings and result in a considerable decrease in over-all efficiency of the total plant. It is important for planners to meet pressing immediate needs for space while anticipating the influence a new structure will have on the future development of the campus.

On many campuses growth of the physical plant has proceeded by simple accretion. Too often this type of unplanned growth pattern places a new building wherever space is available and

without regard to functional relationships. The result can be disastrous: barriers appear which impede the flow of students; circulation networks become bottlenecks restricting movements of vehicles; parking becomes a problem of vast proportions. Such temporary measures create more problems for the future.

Each campus has functional units which can be easily identified and should be located together geographically in order to achieve maximum efficiency. For simplicity this identification can include administration, academic, and non-academic functions. Each, insofar as possible, must be located so that maximum interaction can take place with allowance for future growth patterns and increased interaction.

Present day campus layouts are the result of decisions made in the past. Although these campus layouts may have been adequate to meet the needs of the times, and although persons in higher education who were responsible had little or no means of foreseeing their future needs, the solutions to problems created in the past cannot be postponed.

Prior to World War II college and university campuses were relatively stable. But the influx of returning veterans, the increasing percentage of high school graduates seeking more schooling, increasing construction and material costs, inflationary pressures, the Korean War, and changes in methods of financial support sometimes induced a pattern of haphazard accretional growth for the physical campus. Too often administrative decisions called for quick temporary buildings to be constructed to serve until time and finances would allow more permanent and efficient solutions. Far too many institutions, either through lack of proper financial support or lack of proper overall planning perspective, have lagged behind in developing long-range master plans.

There are a few notable examples of what can be accomplished with proper long-range planning for institutions. Perhaps the most widely publicized has been the plan adopted by the state legislature of California. Other plans of major importance include the 20-year development scheme adopted by the Cleveland Circle Development Committee and implemented by the University Circle Development Foundation; the West Philadelphia Corporation, whose efforts were formalized in 1960 after a number of years of preliminary cooperation among the University of Pennsylvania, the city of Philadelphia, and the state of Pennsylvania; and the South East Chicago Commission that has contributed much to campus and neighborhood rehabilitation.

Each of these plans have a number of elements in common. Even though the ultimate success of these operations remains to be documented, three factors stand out. First, there is a realization that maximum operational efficiency can be achieved through the cooperation and the subsequent utilization of specialized
knowledge exhibited by various facets of society; second, various methods and avenues of financing are available when proper cost-benefit studies are presented; and third, the realization that planning of the physical plant structure is not strictly an internal institutional problem but has implications for the community as well.

The problems facing institutions today regarding physical environmental needs can be alleviated in great part by planning. This involves focusing on the various components or elements of the physical structure and the collection of hard-core objective data through studies designed to isolate problem areas. From these data a long-range master plan can be designed within the framework of the goals and purposes of each individual institution.

Planning and the Campus Spatial Structure

Organization on each campus grows out of a number of internal and external factors operating singly or together. Over time a spatial structure is created which has some degree of operational efficiency. This organization is not rigid at all times nor is it considered rigid in terms of the perceptions and the attitudes of the people working within its context. Indeed, each individual, whether faculty member, administrator, student, or staff worker, perceives the value of this organization from his own vantage point and places a specific meaning on its operational procedures.

The campus organization is by its very nature exceedingly complex. It has elements of both a physical and a functional organization juxtaposed as in a spatial structure or system. The physical organization consists of the buildings, circulation networks, open spaces, and the like which are the supporting elements for the functional organization. These elements are the manifestation of the ideas and attitudes emanating from the functional organization so that entities, such as educational institutions, are produced by the evolution of the administrative decision-making process. Administrative decisions affect all spatial relationships—it is no accident that space content is directly related to this organizational force.

The campus itself has a physical delineation. Legal boundaries of the university enclose space and present a certain pattern or distribution of physical facilities. Within the confines of these basic dimensions there are other elements also with a distinct location. These physical facilities house the various components of the functional organization and result in a differentiation yet an integration of elements.

The elemental association, a pattern that evolves from decisions perceived as rational, is designed to effect the highest
degree of efficiency. The greatest efficiency would occur if all campus operations could take place at one spot, but since this is an impossibility, a distribution or pattern must evolve which does the most to overcome the debilitating factors of distance and time. Those operations that are most important to all concerned must be placed in the most optimum location. On the other hand those of less importance are moved to the periphery of the campus. Thus a spatial pattern does evolve that approaches the desired efficiency reducing the possible disutility of space.

The internal campus organization can be summarized as a French ensemble, or a German Gestalt, a whole presenting a cohesion through the interaction of its elements. Based on this premise, studies of the campus can be approached through a hierarchy of problem areas: (a) the spatial structure, (b) the functional system, and (c) the dynamics of the spatial structure and functional system.

The first of the problems, the spatial structure, can be approached with different methodologies. But regardless of the method of attack, an understanding of the spatial structure should include the attributes of relative location, extent, degree of density, and geometric pattern. All campuses, indeed all spatial structures, possess these attributes to a degree that can be readily discerned revealing a spatial pattern of some importance. The collection of precise data about the attributes of the spatial structure must be considered as the first step in the development of a conceptual framework of the university.

The second in the hierarchy results in the assessment of the linkages between the elements of a spatial interacting, interdependent system. To be effective a university requires a system of internal communication and dissemination of information. The relationship of function, size, and spacing of buildings relative to the operational efficiency of the whole campus becomes apparent through studies that identify specific problems: for example, bottlenecks in communication and traffic flow. It is at this level that the effectiveness of the administrative decision-making process can be evaluated objectively.

The third problem in the hierarchy demands the most scientific approach classified as nomothetic research. Essentially this level of inquiry presents premises from which a conceptual model of the university can be postulated. This effort reflects the necessity of reducing to manageable proportions the intricate interactions of the elements that comprise the university. One may postulate that the university is a system in equilibrium in order to find what effect one or more variables will have on the rest of the system. Using model-building techniques, alternatives to the locations of the elements of the physical environment can be presented in the long-range planning of the university. Furthermore, the development of conceptual models would allow
analysis of the dynamics inherent in the spatial structure and the functional system to become manipulable and usable.

This third approach takes into effect the important variable of time which is not found to any great extent in the first two approaches. Time is the variable that brings change and evolution into a dynamic system. Since the facilities of the campus are to a great degree relics of the past, contemporary spatial arrangements can hardly be used as the sole basis for the planning of the campus layout of the future. By utilizing models, processes that are operating within the university community over a span of time can be identified. Once these processes are identified, the models with their predictive qualities can be used to present alternatives for future campus efficiency.

As stated above, the attributes of the physical campus evolve from the attitudes and perceptions of people who control the present and future operations of the university. Thus, the spatial structure results from the manifestation of policy decisions that affect the future spatial distribution and interactions of the campus. The mere location of a building, sidewalk, roadway, or tree is of little importance, but the location of these elements relative to others is of prime importance as one begins to assess the occurrence of spatial interaction. The relationship of one building to another implies this interaction and requires the consideration of interaction and accessibility as factors that need to be identified in order to overcome disutility of space.

Some buildings, depending on their function, require a more central location than do others. A good way to illustrate this would be to visualize a solid ball, representing a building, suspended inside a hollow sphere and attached by a series of rubber bands as radii. The rubber bands in this case represent the flow of people, communication, and ideas. If all of these forces are operating at the same level of intensity, the result would show the ball (the building) to be suspended exactly in the center of the sphere. If a number of the interacting forces are more intense and if they occur in one quadrant, they would cause the ball to be moved toward that area of the sphere. The position of the ball in either case represents the concept of centrality which becomes an attribute of prime importance. The degree of interaction that takes place determines the optimum location of function. Centrality, then, embodies two important considerations: interaction and accessibility.

Interaction refers to the flow of ideas and people or the creation of such movements while accessibility is the extent to which a point in space becomes available from other points within the confines of a circulation network. By returning to the concept of a solid ball suspended inside of a sphere one can begin to appreciate the concept of centrality. The construction of a new building must first begin with a complete,
objective study of the interaction and accessibility factors. Primarily the function for which the building is to be constructed will indicate what degree of interaction should be manifested; this, in turn, will determine the degree of accessibility that will be required.

For example, if a new library is to be constructed it would seem at first that a location in the center of the campus is called for. But proper study may prove this not to be the case. Investigation into who is presently using the library and at what time this use occurs could indicate that a location midway between the academic complex and the housing complex is more advantageous. Again, the construction of a new classroom building must be preceded by studies of interaction designed to determine most advantageous location of the structure in terms of the users.

In summary, the internal spatial structure of a campus is the result of the cumulative planning and decision-making of officials of an institution. Achievement of efficiency requires an objective spatial data analysis at two basic levels. One is a precise collection of data about the location, physical size, density, and pattern of the present physical campus and the second is an analysis of the functional organization or the linkages of interaction and accessibility. Finally from these data a conceptual model of the university can be postulated that would allow alternatives to be selected relative to the future arrangements of space content. This conceptual model would allow formulation of a master plan designed to effect the optimum space allocation and utilization.

The Campus as an Integral Element of the Urban Community

Urban areas are in a constant state of flux induced by opposing but concurrently operating forces. Parallel forces of functional growth and functional deterioration operating in time and place are both constructive and destructive forces that maintain the disutility of spatial patterns. Functional growth indicates a viable dynamic relationship among associated functions, an interdependence and interaction that enhances strength and stability. But functional deterioration represents a weakening of areal cohesion, a change in the overall patterns of urban areas that promotes problems of congested traffic, slums, apathetic people, and overall socio-economic weaknesses.

We are all aware of the stratification and diversification that has occurred in our urbanized areas. It has been well documented that certain areas are economically and socially strong while, at the same time, other areas are in trouble. Some institutions of higher education have been "caught" in areas of functional deterioration detrimental to their overall operation.
Slowly, these institutions are becoming aware that they are not separate, distinct entities but are a vital, integral element of the urban scene. The dependence of the institution on the urban area is no less than the dependence of the urban area on the institution. This reciprocal relationship requires an interaction carried out at a highly proficient level to assure the continued viability of both. Surely, then, the institution must explore, recognize, and delimit the linkages of the academic-urban communities.

What are these linkages? A number of areas that require the scrutiny of both communities and that represent the highest degree of interaction include: (a) the shape and location of the institution relative to other elements of the urban scene, (b) the supporting tributary areas that the institution depends on, (c) the "labor pool," and (d) circulation networks. All of the above are of utmost importance from the point of view of the institution.

The shape of the campus may be compact, attenuated, prorupted, or segmented. Taken in conjunction with its location, these attributes may exhibit advantages or disadvantages. The shape of a campus may have evolved to its present configuration as a result of decisions which promoted expansion in the direction that offered the least restriction.

The acquisition of land has become a major problem for most institutions. The desire to expand legal holdings creates problems between the institutions and individuals or between the institutions and organizations, public or private. The competition that results usually forces land prices upward at a rapid rate and forces the institution to withdraw from further consideration. Recent federal legislation amending the Federal Housing law allows the institution to pursue condemnation proceedings. In certain controversial cases it may be to the institution's advantage to withdraw from competitive bidding on certain properties. This in the long run may prove a less desirable action in terms of physical development but more desirable in terms of community good-will.

Barriers of a physical nature may force the campus into an unusual shape. A railroad, a major highway, or a river in close proximity, may preclude expansion in a desired direction. Yet, if expansion does take place across such a barrier it may restrict interaction and accessibility between elements of the total campus at bottlenecks over which the institution has little or no control. It may be better in the long run to expand to an unusual shape rather than to risk isolating part of the campus.

The urban scene has definite functional zones--commercial, residential, industrial, etc.--undergoing constant adjustments and flux owing to peculiar social and economic factors. In many
urban areas there are zones that show a high degree of functional deterioration. Unfortunately, many institutions have found themselves located in those zones partially surrounded by neighborhoods in various stages of decay. Crime is rampant, undesirable functions are present, police protection is needed, in general the institution finds itself surrounded, or nearly so, with neighbors that are relatively incompatible with the overall welfare of the institution.

The urban unit does not have the ability to support itself; it is dependent on the support of tributary areas beyond the highly populated cities. Raw materials of all kinds are transported into the urban area to be transformed into more usable products and redistributed for consumption. At the same time the tributary area depends on the urban center for its support. The result shows a complex spatially distributed socio-economic hierarchy. On a smaller scale, the institution has the same type of relationship in that it exhibits an interdependence with the urban areas. Obviously the foremost dependence is for all types of commodities needed for continued operation: paper products, cleaning materials, tools of all descriptions, food-stuffs, and thousands more--items that are mundane in nature but that are essential to the operation of any institution.

Whenever construction on the campus is initiated the influx of materials reaches astounding proportions. Although ordering materials for construction is the responsibility of the construction company, the institution is the ultimate purchaser. As such, it provides a sizable market for different goods and associated services. Regardless of the size of operation, the institution cannot divorce itself from consumption of items available only beyond the campus.

Another important linkage is with the "labor pool." This area becomes more important as the institution increases in size, both in terms of enrollment and spatial extent. Clearly the "labor pool" must affect to a great degree the location of the institution. First of all, the type of curriculums an institution sponsors determines to a large extent the composition of the student body. A specialized curriculum such as engineering undoubtedly requires a much larger supporting tributary area from which to draw students. Regardless of the size of the urban area in which it is located, the institution may find it necessary to go even beyond state boundaries in order to attract a sizable student body. Even an institution with both liberal arts and non-liberal arts oriented studies may require a greater source of students than the immediate geographic area provides.

Recruitment of faculty and/or administrative personnel can hardly be confined to the immediate area. It must extend nationwide, especially if it is to meet the need of an institution that has a large graduate school enrollment.
Local areas also must have a sufficient supply of semi-skilled and skilled labor to fill the numerous positions necessary to the operations of a university. It is in this area that the linkages of the academic-urban communities can most readily be identified. The institution provides highly satisfactory job opportunities at all levels of skills. In turn, university personnel contribute to a community both socially and economically.

Finally the quality and quantity of circulation networks are important supports of all institutions. None can escape the web of utility supply and transport lines. Utilities that supply electricity, water, sewage, heat, and telephone service are in most cases external operations. Very few institutions show a complete self-sufficiency in this area where the question of adequacy is as important as availability.

The efficiency and availability of utilities and transport services are positively related to the producer-consumer gap, and to the sources of supply and demand of a commodity or service. Circulation networks become the base for spatial interaction. Once an efficient network has been achieved, the movement of goods, services, and people tends to break down discontinuities which otherwise may occur among peoples areally distributed in diverse regions. A productive circulation network enables the sharing of ideas, products, and services so each geographic segment is able to specialize in those activities for which it is best suited relative to its resources.

In summary, institutions of higher education represent a specialized segment within the total urban scene. The nature of the city; the identification, delineation, and density of functions; changes of morphology; and tributary areas have been studied intensively by urban geographers, sociologists, architects, city planners, and spatial economists. The resultant concepts can be adapted to institutions of higher education relative to their roles and positions within the urban area.

Studies made of numerous settlement patterns indicate that distinct arrangements occur among economic, social, and political institutions. Insight into specific reciprocal relationships between the elements of the urban areas reveal how function influences spatial interaction and accessibility.

Four major areas representing the linkages between the institutions and the urban area can be readily recognized. Studies adopting specific techniques can investigate these areas in order to more sharply delineate the interdependence and land-use of institutions of higher education.

Education represents a specialized function that has a strategic position in the social, economic, and cultural organization of our society. Mutual benefits can accrue if persons in
institutions of higher education think more of planning communi-
ties instead of just planning buildings. Construction of buildings
creates a certain environment peculiar to the internal campus,
but the campus as a whole has a far greater impact on that en-
vironment than is generally recognized or at least generally
documented. Only by recognition and study of the subtle inter-
action of the academic-urban communities can higher education
retain its orientation and identification in a rapidly changing
urban environment. The bibliography which is the climax of
this study presents an annotated review of the articles written
on physical facilities for higher education.

The Bibliography

A primary purpose of this study was to find what subject
areas were focused on by the authors. The delineation into 11
subject areas, although by necessity somewhat arbitrary, does
represent quite well those ideas and concepts which must be
taken into consideration in the planning, financing, and con-
struction of the physical environment.

The following is a short description of the main ideas to
be found in the entries under each area. Entries 1 through
289 are identified as substantive articles, and entries 290
through 763 are identified as non-substantive.

Administration (1-38). Before any long-range planning can
take place the relationship of educational needs, administrative
procedures, and institutional purposes must be thoroughly ana-
lyzed, formulated, and stated. Such statements are considered
primary by many persons involved in higher education. Ability
of administrators to state concisely and clearly what their in-
stitution is attempting promotes a framework within which the
actual planning can take place. This area deals primarily with
the relationship between the educational processes and the
physical environment needed to help promote them.

Planning (39-80). The actual planning of physical facilities
involves organization, procedural schemes, and participation.
This section deals with these ideas either in relation to a
single building, as a complex of buildings, and/or as a conceptual
scheme. Both procedure and organization depend to a great extent
on the type of participation in planning that is manifested.
Thoughts about participation range from the one extreme at which
the lone architect handles the total package, to the other extreme
in which the architect enjoys the fullest participation in
planning by students, faculty, and administrators. Various
entries deal with this idea pro and con but it is generally agreed
that planning which incorporates fullest participation is the
best. Organization and procedure relating to planning appears
to correspond to the degree of participation involved. Overall, references in this area are concerned with various approaches to the planning process.

Education-Architectural Relations (81-106). The importance of a clear understanding between the architectural firm and the institution is dealt with in this section. A great deal of preliminary work leading to a set of architectural drawings is necessary for a finished product to be functional and conform to institutional needs. The architect must know precisely what the institution requires so that goals, budgetary considerations, and construction plans can be integrated into a meaningful whole. The relationship of this area with administration and planning is obvious. The importance of sophisticated planning and the manner by which it is conceived and carried out cannot be overemphasized. Even though institutional goals differ widely it is important that they are understood by the architect so that he can translate educational needs into functional facilities.

On the other hand it is also necessary that the institution understand the abilities and shortcomings of architecture. The administrator must be able to communicate to the architect educational theory regarding philosophy and practice. Thus the methods, practices, and techniques of both architecture and education need to be understood by both the education specialist and the architect.

Entries in this section are written by both educators and architects about the relationships of construction and curriculum so a cooperative endeavor toward planning can result.

Finance (107-145). Obviously, financing the construction of physical facilities is an area of utmost importance, as budgetary consideration is a major factor of the overall planning process. Analysis of where the monies come from and how much is available for capital improvements requires knowledge of the methods and avenues of sources of support.

There has been a tremendous amount of money expended for all types of physical facilities by institutions since 1950. Most of the physical expansion is a direct result of increased enrollments and the ability of institutions to meet this challenge has been met partially through federal sources. Not only construction of college housing but building for academic use also has benefited from federal monies.

The entries in this section are illustrative of how federal monies, either grants or loans, and other avenues of finance have enabled institutions to maintain a semblance of keeping the construction of physical facilities at a pace equal to enrollments. The Higher Education Facilities Act, the college housing program, and urban renewal laws receive attention with
interpretation and application of these laws that are sources of monies for construction. This section also deals with an indication of how much each geographic area is investing and which types of facilities are constructed.

State Legislation (146-158). A trend that has received much attention in recent years has been the increasing proportion of students attending state colleges and universities. In many cases educators found their institutions within state systems to be in need of more facilities as the result of crowded classrooms and inadequate residential space. Many states initiated studies to find a compromise that would meet these conditions and to develop a system to handle the large future enrollments that had been projected.

The entries in this section concentrate on the inception and development of various state plans. Organization, legislation, method of financing, and present status of these plans are examined. A number of articles present discussions of legal cases relating to institutional control and land-use.

Construction (159-205). An unprecedented amount of construction has taken place since 1950. In this subject area entries of an interpretive and statistical nature outline the extent and thrust of this construction. Especially interesting are statistical lists and graphs highlighting the geographic areas most involved in terms of construction types, costs and financing produced by the U.S. Office of Education and the editors of American School and University.

Expansion (206-224). The trend of increased construction on campuses in recent years and the planning of complete new campuses has resulted in divergent architectural types and styles that incorporate new educational theory and practice into functional facilities. This section illustrates planning schemes applicable to entire campuses or complexes of buildings. Most entries are concerned with describing and interpreting the total plan relative to overall land-use, techniques of construction, costs, and space allocation. Many of the articles are written by architects thus giving the reader an insight into the concern the architect has regarding the harmonious blending of buildings and landscape.

Utilization (225-255). Space allocation and utilization is an important part of the operational planning of the campus. Increasing enrollments emphasize the need for a more effective use of space already present. Many persons have suggested that better use of existing structures is the first step before facilities construction. Entries in this section discuss the methods and techniques of space utilization and allocation which include administration procedure, statistical space analysis, and planning practices. Space analysis has received a great deal of attention for many years but what the criteria should be for
projecting allotments of space for various functions is not agreed upon. Student-station, shape, size in terms of square feet of space—any one, all, or any combination of these factors may be used as criteria. Many entries indicate a great deal of study and present sophisticated data and ideas concerning planning and space use.

Parking (256-266). A growing awareness since 1950 of the importance of proper land-use has brought into focus the problem of parking. Although the number of entries in this section are few, the ramifications of increased traffic movement can no longer be disregarded. The literally hundreds of cars that move about the campus every day demand parking facilities; on larger campuses this involves the construction of multiple-level parking garages, a major undertaking. The entries in this section dwell on methods undertaken to finance and construct facilities for parking and, in many cases, point out the method of traffic control incorporated.

College-Community Relations (267-289). The impact that an institution of higher education may have on an urban community cannot be stressed enough. The area of interaction between the urban and academic communities is not as divorced from consideration of physical facilities as one may first surmise. Many administrators realize their institutions are surrounded or land-locked only when increasing enrollments require immediate expansion. This poses a problem that has economic and social ramifications for city government, the neighborhood involved, and the institution seeking the land. Moreover, most institutions are dependent on utility services—i.e., water, electricity, sewage, and other types of public services. Misunderstandings concerning these areas may develop if proper planning is not first considered. The authors in this section are stressing the urban and academic community interdependence and are calling for an overall planning scheme that will prove a compromise to meet the needs of both communities.

Building Description (290-763). The end result of the planning process is the variety of esthetically attractive and functional buildings which together gives a campus its character. Each building, whether it is for classrooms, administrative function, auxiliary services, or living quarters, conforms to the needs of the expected occupants. It explains the great amounts of time and energy required to determine function and location of a building in regard to its relationship to the rest of the campus elements.

Generally the articles in this section are descriptive in nature. The entries deal with dimensions, number of rooms, costs, and other salient features of an individual building. The articles described by each entry have pictures of the construction and/or finished product while entries 380-761 also have floor plans in various degrees of sophistication indicating
spatial arrangements of offices, classrooms, rest rooms, halls, etc. Although these entries are primarily descriptive, or non-substantive, many do include brief analyses of planning procedure, organization, and participation in the total planning process which preceded actual construction.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

A. ADMINISTRATION


   Two hundred and thirty-nine (95%) of 252 college and university administrators responded to a survey by College and University Business which inquired about interior design of college and university facilities. The article discusses three areas: responsibility for design, who assumes the responsibility and the percent of costs allotted to interior design for different types of buildings.


   Bowen discusses the trends of certain factors that are difficult to incorporate objectively into the long-range planning of an institution. Planning in this article is not restricted to physical facilities but includes the total environment of the campus, intellectual and physical. A good overview is presented by Bowen relating to student fees, gifts, salaries, construction costs, and the planning process itself.


   This article reports the findings of a questionnaire study concerning physical plant organization as requested by the Association of Physical Plant Administrators in 1952. The author discusses and analyzes the returns.


   There is a reciprocal relationship between learning and space. Each influences the other to the extent that educators must be as aware of the nature of space as they are of the nature of learning. Brubaker focuses primarily on secondary schools but his remarks concerning the learning-space relationship are applicable to higher education. The author's remarks show a concern about how the design of spaces can permit maximum learning effectiveness.


   Educational cooperative planning at both the state and regional levels has increased in tempo chiefly since World War II. The authors identify or categorize four basic ideas: 1. a central board delegating functions to an executive, 2. a central board with an executive office with less power than no. 1, 3. a central board and executive but local
governing boards retained, and 4. a board and executive officer where both are restricted to certain areas such as finance. Selected states are used as examples to illustrate the scope, function, and structure of each example. Beyond state boundaries exists regional action with compacts like SREB (1949), WICHE (1953), and the New England Compact (1955). The regional compacts assure an inventory of resources and needs in a larger geographical area. The extent of state and regional planning has been fostered by increased enrollments and diversification of programs which make it difficult to maintain "quality and sensitivity of program."


An article about the concept of a number of independent colleges within the larger university. Burns concentrates on the educational aspect of a new curriculum innovation, its development and apparent success. Physical facilities needed to "house" these colleges are barely mentioned but the article remains as an example of how curriculum development would require special physical plant planning.


Butler served as building coordinator at San Francisco State College beginning in 1948. He identifies the characteristics he feels are necessary for this type of job. The author also lists and discusses a number of items inherent in the positions of the deans who handle planning at the 10 state colleges in California. Finally, he lists fundamentals that are a must for successful planning.


Physical facilities ought to be functional so that intellectual activity is enhanced. The authors, from the point of view of sociologists, indicate how the use of space can and does complement the intellectual activity of a campus. Through theories about human behavior, both as individuals and in groups, it is not difficult to perceive how physical facilities properly planned can promote the interaction of people into meaningful contacts.


The author, as educator and planner, appraises the thrust of two-year institutions. Caudill urges administrators to redefine their conceptions of educational goals. Indirectly he relates new educational ideas to new architectural considerations.


According to Caudill's philosophy on campus planning, there is more to educational environment than buildings. In order of importance Caudill places buildings fourth after students, professors, and educational programs.
In terms of his planning concepts, function, form, and costs are equal in a trilateral approach whether it is a single building or an entire campus. Function involves the educational needs, objectives, and programs. Form involves all considerations of site, space, and building types. Cost allows a balance of the first two elements. Caudill lists 14 points which emphasize planning flexibility, relationship of learning and planning, the impact of the physical environment on learning.


Close questions the planning organization of colleges and universities and their adequacy to project for the needs of the '80's. He makes a number of suggestions which are designed to strengthen planning organization and improve efficiency in physical plant planning.


Cole reports the results of a survey sent to 160 directors of physical plants asking about duties, responsibilities, background, and experience.


A university has two characteristics, namely long life and constant change which indicate a real need for a long-term planning program. Davis feels that long-term planning can best be carried out by a council, appointed by the president, which can utilize all institutional information and thus define needs and formulate priorities to meet the needs. A council close to the president can provide both leadership and authority which it derives from the president's position. Furthermore, the president is in the best position to assess the needs and temperament in a state-wide appraisal. Davis also focuses on the tools and techniques available to this type of council.


The purpose of this article is to review and to stress the salient points of research identified with college organization and administration. Three major parts are included in this article in which a selected group of works are presented for their ideas and trend development, e.g., organization, administration, and finance and facilities. An important part of this article is its extensive bibliography which includes a number of works closely related to the physical plant planning, structure, and finance.

Based upon his premise that "higher education is aggressively, continuously, persistently competitive" the author makes a plea for interinstitutional cooperation in order to achieve mutual goals. Six areas are cited (research facilities, research programs, general expansion, professional programs, professional training, library programs) in which some cooperation has already been achieved by certain interstate compacts. The author stresses that the major block to effective cooperation is that each institution feels "it is their bounden duty to teach whatever is taught." Enarson concludes by stating that cooperation would be enhanced by a change in the climate of opinion and the availability of interstate compacts to act as a vehicle of cooperation. Moreover, interinstitutional cooperation at this time (1956), though a radical idea, is necessary for effectiveness in higher education. Cooperation between institutions cannot only promote a reduction of duplication of facilities and programs but also can increase the effectiveness of scarce faculty. Cooperation of this nature is contrary to past traditions and only vigorous leadership can change these traditional attitudes.


The importance of the environment to the learning process from the viewpoint of interior design is the focus of this article. Friedmann states that human performance is related to the environment and that aesthetic design should not be considered secondary to costs. There is a dual responsibility in planning to provide the learning environment and to make it as efficient as possible. A proper selection of interior materials can help accomplish both aims within the framework of economy.


Hickman's thesis is simple but extremely pertinent, relevant, and to the point. He says that any new construction should be geared to the curriculum as foreseen for the 1970's. With new and dynamic changes in educational theories and practice any construction built around today's (1965) curriculum is pointless. Tax-supported institutions are not as threatened as are private schools whose construction must last at least 25 years. Thus, buildings constructed with today's methods, practices, and techniques are out-of-style before they are off the architect's board. Hickman strongly recommends long-range planning with advice from the faculty but intimately related to curriculum change. He concludes by stating that the small private institution has its survival at stake if the proper long-range planning relating construction and curriculum is not undertaken.


Hickman assesses the impact of the population explosion on institutions of higher education. Assuming that 10,000,000 students will be enrolled by 1975, a figure which would represent 70% of the 18-22 age group, the author lists a number of points that the increased enrollment will not do. He suggests that the "boom" will not fill buildings, or pay bills, nor will it insurc new construction on the marginal campuses.
Effects that the enrollment will have on institutions are also listed. The thesis of the author lends a different perspective to information that is usually of an optimistic nature. Its inclusion here represents an attempt to indicate that the factor of construction to facilitate increased enrollments is not always the proper response to increased finance difficulties.


Horn states that by 1980 there will be 12,000,000 full and part-time students attending institutions of higher education. Furthermore since increased space needs can be only partially overcome by better utilization of present facilities a critical problem of construction is already upon us. The author focuses on a number of changes which need to be reflected in new plant facilities. These changes include the rapid development in higher education, changes from faculty availability and attitudes, and educational flexibility.


The author, after assessing 50 institutions in 20 states, highlights some obstacles to planning in higher education. The article rests on the assumption (1956) that not only would enrollment double and an increasing percentage of high school graduates seek some higher education, but it also states that many institutions at that time did not recognize the trend or refused to plan ahead. Thus, the first obstacle was simply a refusal to perceive the necessity of planning. Another major obstacle (1956) was the failure to recognize that planning requires much thought, facts, and money, any many people interviewed felt that planning is quite easy to accomplish. Others, even though recognizing that planning is difficult, felt too occupied with present elementary and secondary competition or rivalry when cooperation was needed, and presented a major obstacle to planning.


This article is directed toward the overall management of an institution and the necessity of consultants. Based on the premise that management is now exceedingly complex, and will become more so, the author explores three approaches to effective management: self-surveys, self-studies with outside help, and a study conducted entirely by outside help. Although not directly concerned with facility planning and construction, it presents alternatives that may have a direct impact on facility planning.


In response to a questionnaire sent to 12 midwestern universities certain opinions were derived revealing the attitude of administrators toward providing housing for married faculty, staff, undergraduate and graduate students. The responses provide information on administrators' views on institutional policy, extent, type, and financing of housing facilities for college and university personnel with families.

The author indicates the importance of the relationship between the teaching process and the physical environment within which this process takes place. Kuhlman focuses on the necessity of setting up a campus development committee in order to foster continuous planning of the physical plant. Increasing enrollments, monetary problems, and new scientific developments are cited as major factors that have created a need for continuous planning.


The concept of "community" generally implies a sense of belonging and a sharing of values by a number of individuals. On the basis of this definition McHenry discusses the importance of spatial arrangement of the physical environment as it relates to the process of learning so that a sense of belonging may be achieved. The author focuses on the areas of building heights, student unions, libraries, departmental facilities, and landscaping and how their spatial arrangement and internal allocation of space will or will not develop a sense of community or individuals bound together in meaningful intellectual contacts.


"Shapes of a campus, shapes on a campus, are not extracurricular." This statement is the basic theme of the author as he illustrates that the campus environment is more than the interchange and interaction of scholarly ideas and wisdom. The buildings on a campus should not be evaluated just in terms of dollars and cents but as part of the total environment that will and does have an effect on all concerned. The clients of an architect (student, faculty) are, in a sense, inhabitants of a particular environment which must be tolerable in order that subtle irritations do not pile up over time. The author senses that society's increasing preoccupation with cumulative quantification must not undermine the esthetic realism of the campus environment. The underlying philosophical approach of this architect seems accurate. The total environment of a campus in terms of buildings cannot and should not be dictated by dollars and cents and space requirement alone. Regardless of the extent to which there is overt perception of an environment by an individual, there is always the covert which if irritable to the individual can be insufferable. Surely circumstances do not permit colleges and universities to apply this approach wholeheartedly but nevertheless the esthetics of facility planning cannot be overlooked.

The increase in student enrollment at institutions of higher education since World War II also prompts an increased questioning about "bigness." Neville focuses on the controlled decentralization of graduate and undergraduate programs at Michigan State University into "living-learning units." In a short article, the author discusses briefly the rationale of this plan and the physical setting of buildings and the educational programs they house.


Pereira maintains that the college graduate is our most important national product. This requires the campus to be more than mere buildings; it needs to complement the learning process. The purpose of this article is to analyze the function of the campus environment and what should be done in a campus plan in order to ensure a proper environment for educational processes.


Although the article pertains to the secondary school, the concepts and issues presented can stimulate thinking at the college and university level about the environment of the physical plant and educational needs. Prueter discusses the type of facility needed in terms of changing educational specifications, from the viewpoint of the teacher, and in terms of learning theory. Principles of space relationships are cited from Educational Facilities Laboratories studies (EFL is a non-profit corporation established by the Ford Foundation).


The authors feel quite strongly that college residences should be considerably more than just places to eat and sleep. Student housing should be viewed as an integral part of the educational process. The study represents an effort to assess certain institutions that are presently changing their residential housing programs and to probe theory and practice in the integration of housing and academics. Different aspects of residential housing including history, theory, and the residential college concept are discussed in terms of the programs of various institutions. Although the authors do not discuss physical facilities, they do delimit the relationships between physical facilities, educational needs, and educational objectives.


Spiro's purpose is to specify five suggestions that would provide a better working relationship between the campus and the public. These suggestions include a strong plea for each state to have a comprehensive
master plan, a strong undergraduate scholarship program, a graduate scholarship program for perspective teachers, state aid on a contractual basis, and public funds for physical plant construction.


This article illustrates the relationship between the intellectual environment and physical environment. The author stresses that residence halls need to be planned on an educational basis rather than on material need. This article promotes an understanding of the type of environment necessary in residence halls which will be conducive to satisfying daily experiences for students in residence.


In past years the increasing growth in monetary value of college facilities and the increasing awareness of the relationship between facilities geared to educational needs has fostered the role of the plant manager. Tonigan begins a series of articles designed to bring information and guidance to administrators charged with managing the complex campus. Tonigan divides the components of plant management into five areas of control, one of which is "planning, financing, and constructing ... facilities." This area is one of the most important and should not be left to architects and constructors alone to make design decisions and judgments.


A short article that discusses the high points of speeches given at the first National Conference on Higher Education Facilities (Summer, 1965).


Wagner, using Ivy College as an example, shows how external factors may drastically affect a long-range plan and what professional help may be needed in an effort to overcome the ensuing problems. Suggestions about professional consultants and formulation of educational policy are examined as solutions to time-eroded plans beset with problems.


This article reports the highlights of a seminar on planning for college and university facilities held in Chicago. Areas of discussion and main points indicated were educational philosophy, analysis of staff and student needs, physical master plan, facilities needed, construction, and financing.

The main purpose of student residences is, of course, to provide shelter for non-commuting students, plus the added attributes of residences such as study rooms, dining facilities, social lounges, libraries, etc. According to Wise there are three emphases which can be detected, e.g., the managerial attitude, the psychological attitude, and the social education attitude. Although not directly concerned with construction or planning of residences the author does frame a philosophy about what residences are striving to accomplish.


If one considers that student residences must help students achieve educational objectives then it follows that these student residences must be functional. Williamson concentrates briefly on the history of how student residences have been used and then discusses his viewpoints on today's "student life center." Although Williamson does not discuss the construction of facilities directly, his article does represent the type of dialogue needed before formal planning of facilities can begin. The author presents an abstract framework of an intellectual environment which a properly planned facility could help achieve.
B. PLANNING


Alexander feels that master planning involves three phases: educational, time-spatial, and physical. He maintains that proper allocation and use of space must occur before the third phase takes place. He contends that before a physical plant planner can be justified, a higher utilization rate of existing space is needed.


Auburn discusses the organization procedure followed by the University of Cincinnati for facility construction. The board of trustees appointed a standing committee charged with long-range planning responsibility. This committee works closely with academic departments, architects, and construction firms during planning and construction of facilities.


The author's purpose is to focus on the procedures involved in planning facilities and the importance of faculty, student and administration participation. It is again firmly stated that educational needs and clearly outlined policies are preliminary to all planning. Dr. Ayers considers the development of plans, working relationships, and evaluation. Finally, recommendations applicable to anyone involved in planning are offered. They include educational program objectives, enrollment trends, participation, timing, understanding of architects techniques, and legalities.


By using a technique known as Utopia U., the author indicates the optimum conditions in planning and the financing of facilities. Bartram outlines the questions that must be answered before planning begins and how planning procedures can be carried out.


The authors set forth the procedural steps taken to formulate and develop a plan for a cultural center at Flint Junior College.

Brewster concentrates on three steps administrators will find useful in preparing data for architects. Brew also presents a sample report for married housing developed at B.Y.U. as an example of his thesis.

45. Many Obstacles Overcome with a Campus Master Plan,
   College and University Business 10:41, March, 1951.

The desirability of a long-range, flexible plan is discussed in this article. The author points out the disadvantages of a master plan but concentrates on the advantages which he feels outweigh the disadvantages.


The master plan of any campus is unique because of distinctive educational needs and distinctive site of that campus. Planning must begin with a complete analysis of conditions, resources, and needs but there are influences of various dimensions that affect the plan. The authors focus on these influences (educational program, scheduling, growth, finance, technology, geography, neighborhood, etc.) and offer suggestions on how design can either overcome problem influences or incorporate these factors when it is desirable to do so.


Bruning maintains that the "whole" campus must be planned, not just buildings. All space arrangement must evolve from a master plan. The author also discusses briefly the type of materials to use in the space between buildings for both aesthetic value and lower maintenance costs.


The development of a new campus must proceed in an orderly manner so that functions do not overlap or become antagonistic because of bad relative locations. The authors present a "zoned approach" to campus development by discussing their concept as used for Central Christian College at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Basically they propose zoning for academic, recreation, and housing functions in a manner which would allow unhindered expansion in the future.


Discussion in this article focuses on the educational needs of the Coalinga Junior College, Coalinga, California and the resultant master plan. Steps in consideration of the master plan included a determination of future enrollments, the programs to be offered, physical facilities needed, order of construction, timing, and financing. Each of these factors are discussed. The article also outlines costs and priorities, has a campus development map, and photos of existing buildings.

Butler insists that well-defined planning is perhaps too late for too many institutions. Assessing college planning as a triangle involving the master planner, the architect, and the educational planner, the author pinpoints what steps each must take to make effective planning operational.


This article is an introduction to the purposes and policies of sound planning for physical facilities. For institutions of higher education to remain viable and dynamic, there is a need for careful consideration of the future in terms of enrollments, program diversification, and obsolescence. Cocking says that proper educational planning is a necessity for higher education. It enables an institution to retain its identity in accordance with its goals. Planning begins with the college administrator who provides leadership in identifying problems, gathering and interpreting information, and initiating effective action to reduce the problems. Cocking assesses these factors of planning leadership. He deals also with the importance of indicating the nature of the contributions of faculty and architects to the processes of planning. Finally, Cocking draws attention to various colleges and universities which already have effective cooperative planning underway. This article clearly shows that the actual construction of a building is the result of a long, tedious, objective planning process involving numerous people.


The problems encountered in master planning for the future are treated in this article about Erskine College, Due West, South Carolina. It emphasized the factors that must be considered before buildings are constructed. The authors focus on the elements related to future needs and how they were compromised before the building program could actually be completed. This article reinforces the desirability of preliminary data from self-analysis about programs, enrollments, past and present policy, in order to focus on the future.


The purpose of this article is to report the results of a questionnaire sent to 43 institutions of 2,000 to 8,000 students. The 39 respondents provided information on factors of population, land usage, and financing of residential facilities. Discussion involves location, parking, food service, recreation areas, types of rooms, and equipment. The author's summary contains 11 characteristics of a residential unit on a moderate-size campus.

The authors indicate what features are desirable in a residence hall for 100 students. They indicate, from their own experience, that planning of a residence hall necessitates considerable time, effort, and thinking.


The authors assert that faculty should participate in planning new physical facilities. According to the authors, the changes that occur in society influence programs of institutions and thus necessitate the modification of existing buildings or construction of new facilities. They show how a new Communications Center at the State University of Iowa involved faculty participation in planning. The first step involved a council of faculty representatives appointed by the president to develop a statement of philosophy relating to journalism, radio, and television and their relation to other university areas. Only after this was done could detailed plans for building become meaningful. The article discusses rigid and controllable factors in construction that the faculty participants had to relate with their needs. These factors are identified and explained by the authors to illustrate the scope of planning needed for a satisfactory building.


The rationale for organization of and techniques used by Institutional Research (I.R.) is the focus of this article. According to Freed, I.R.'s increased demand is based on the phenomenal growth by educational institutions and their need to maintain efficiency through constant introspection.


This article explains the planning organization at the University of Wisconsin. This type of campus planning is headed by a commission composed of administrators, faculty, alumni, and board of control members, plus a master plan and steering committee. Each building project has a special committee appointed by the president to handle detailed plans. The author also indicates the planning procedure within this organization.


Gallistel examines three major steps involved in providing a major campus scheme. Factors relating to a general plan, architectural design, and landscaping are evaluated in an effort to pinpoint the salient features of campus planning.

This article discusses physical plant use and plant planning. The author maintains that there is practically none or very little in the way of criteria that administrators may use as guidelines for physical facility planning (1951). The author stresses the need to use facts and figures for planning—five years to gather, five years to plan, five years to construct—which if used right would provide sufficient facilities for projected enrollments. The author points out a number of obstacles to effective plant utilization. The first is lack of correlation in class size and classroom capacity—this creates wastage in capital outlay and expensive maintenance. Other obstacles include "the lost weekend, the dying day, the dog-in-the-manger department, and the possessive professor." Hart concludes by stating that the latter four points can be controlled easily by the administrator and optimum plant utilization can be achieved if facts and figures help in formulating effective criteria and guidelines.


Hatch stresses that students, faculty, the union director, and the architect must work together in designing a union. The author feels that a union building must have a "perspective in depth"; an integration of social, cultural, and recreational needs expressed by the physical facility. This article points out the necessity of good planning to organize space into a meaningful structure.


This article presents a rationale for the inclusion of faculty in planning physical facilities. The author investigates how the faculty may help, the importance of personnel selection, and methods of selection of faculty in the planning process.


Higgins provides a brief background leading to new thoughts, which began to stir in 1950 in the interior design of space allocation. He focuses on numerous library study committees and their reports in outlining basic library objectives and purposes. Higgins then examines planning obstacles or variations that are frequently encountered. Finally, Higgins describes a number of new college libraries (floor plans accompany each description). The article is well-documented for further research. It is a comprehensive article of depth illustrating the concept that educational policies must be known before architectural plans can be formulated and a building constructed.


This article represents a summary of a study conducted by the Center for the Study of Higher Education at Michigan State University among colleges of less than 3,000 enrollment in the North Central Association.
Area. The importance of careful, systematic planning in order to provide for facility need is the main focus of the article. The first part condenses data from the main study about buildings, extent and utilization of facilities, and construction. The second part discusses factors of enrollment, instructional program, finances, and space in an approach to facility planning.


This article focuses on the organizational scheme and procedures used at San Fernando Valley State College to develop a master plan subject to adoption by the state. Masters indicates how both administrators and faculty participated and the degree of responsibility exerted by both.


The authors present a summary of considerations necessary in compiling plans for long-range construction. These considerations include educational goals, space analysis, site analysis, plan development, and the program of construction.


This author divides the planning process into a process of design and a process of construction to isolate and solve the problems created by the obstacles involved. Page pinpoints those areas that tend to hinder planning and suggests ways to compromise these obstacles.


Partridge outlines in detail certain areas of educational thought and physical environment that must be analyzed before construction takes place. The author strongly suggests that enrollment projections be made for each department, a complete survey of space be completed, sites located, and decisions made before a master plan is accepted. Only then should the proper personnel be selected for formulation of a master plan.


In a short but meaningful article the author analyzes the content of a written building program. Peterson outlines the essential points and poses in question form specific information which should be included in the written program.


Pieper is focusing on the need for a broad, inclusive institutional planning scheme. As a continuing administrative necessity planning for the future should begin with the president, include organizational...
machinery, and a permanent council system. Each of these areas is examined by the author and coordinated in an effort to illustrate how effective use of a planning office can help solve organizational and operational problems.

70. Prator, Ralph, "The faculty Planned This College," College and University Business 17:40-42, August, 1954.

This article outlines the procedure used in the construction of a new college campus and the role of the faculty in the planning project.


Pryce maintains that chaos on college campuses results from higher enrollments, outmoded buildings, traffic congestion, and lack of space. He maintains careful future planning is a necessity to eliminate these conditions. Viewing the institution as a "dynamic organism", Pryce presents a number of principles on which a general plan could be based to control the above problems. Essentially the principles embrace the areas of the academic-urban relationship, land-use, circulation, flexibility, housing, and site development. Schematic drawings show the relationships among campus elements.


The planning of new facilities is a cooperative venture of college personnel, architects, and construction people. The focus of this article is to place these elements of the planning process in proper perspective regarding processes, time, and people. The author discusses an educational team made up of administrators and faculty, and a design team consisting of campus planners, architects, and engineers. He examines their role in the processes of site selection, campus planning, and architecture. A chart indicates how the responsibility is shared and is a guide for action. Selected references are included for further study.


This article concentrates on expensive construction due to poor planning, poor specifications, poor construction supervision, and poor material selection. Solutions are examined in light of the need for good cooperation between all decision-making personnel; good long-range, flexible planning; and a genuine effort toward economy in facility planning and construction.


Snow outlines the nature of the planning process, its ramifications within the institution and the community, the people that should be involved, and organizational procedures. The article presents a general picture of the total planning scheme.

At the time this article was published the author indicated that the financing of housing facilities was a costly venture. This was due to increasing enrollments which required instant construction, plus a market not lucrative enough to attract large sums of money from private investors. To overcome this problem the author suggests four basic plans to meet the needs of the institution and the student at a minimum cost. Thompson also presents three alternatives in space arrangement.


Tonigan is emphatic that need persists at all levels of education for more physical facilities. He cites statistics to back his statements about the shortage of classroom space, living space, and specialized space. At this time not only student enrollments but curriculum expansion and new classroom techniques require new facilities. Thus, educators and trustees must devote more time to the planning process. Information on planning research is listed.


The construction of a functional, efficient building demands careful planning. Tonigan conveys a number of steps preliminary to construction that are necessary to achieve a desirable building. Steps to good planning include: picking competent planning administrators, review of programs, program relation to physical plant, educational specifications, architects schematics, and finally the drafting of the final plans.


The author maintains that by analyzing the architects' plans the maintenance supervisor can cut later costs. Trimble first discusses the main points of programmed maintenance indicating that 50 percent of a building's operating cost is maintenance and 90 percent of that is labor costs. Trimble then outlines the areas where recommendations may be made in the plans. Thirdly, he shows how architectural plans can be used to prepare maintenance budgets and to plan purchases.


A completely new college campus offers a welcome but difficult task to the planner. Warnecke discusses such a situation in describing the factors involved in planning a 12S acre campus for the Golden Gate Baptist Theological Seminary located on the north shore of San Francisco Bay. Factors involved are within the framework of a county master plan and include population growth, transportation, utilities, site development, architectural procedure, and general educational program requirements.

Williams says that in order to develop a campus logically the four points of program, design, cost, and time must balance. Since campus planning integrates educational goals, physical plant, and fiscal planning it has to be an organized, cooperative venture of educators, students, architects, and faculty. Williams explores these four ideas in depth and also explores some concepts of campus design used in past plans by his firm.
C. EDUCATIONAL-ARCHITECTURAL RELATIONS


Aldrich examines the role of the architect in the planning process and the development program. Three elements of long-range planning as conceived by the architect are expanded and examined.


During a long construction program it is reasonable to assume a long, close relationship between architect and client. The author examines this relationship by first exploring the American Institute of Architects' Agreement, stating the obligations of each party, and pointing out how proper communication can enhance the relationship.


The point of view of an architect toward style as an expression of new materials, art, and design is the focus of this article. The construction of college buildings must be more than esthetic; it must also be functional and incorporate design that is prepared to complement the intellectual environment.


The architect can give a good plan, but he can give a much better one if certain concepts are first clarified. The author strongly suggests that if a master plan for a future campus is to be effective three things must be inherent in that plan. College policy clearly stated and understood is the first and main ingredient to be considered. Decisions at this point must be made relative to the financial plan and also the "blueprint plan." These elements are most important in providing a "concrete campus." Boyd says that the architect's plan, the realized end, must be derived from the desired product explicitly stated by college policy decisions relating to educational values. The administrative policy must solve all the questions relating to the balance of time, money, and quality which is vital for the architect in order to transform "program(s) of purposes...into facilities."

Brubaker's approach to the integration of educational needs and architectural functionalism acknowledges that the student is influenced by both intellectual climate and physical environment. Architecture can not only influence the manifest character of an institution but "the created environment will shape every individual." The changing nature and function of higher education has a definite causal relationship to architecture. Increased college population, new thoughts about teaching and learning space, and physical expansion demand a flexibility in design which has replaced the older, more rigid environment. The author is generally concerned about the relationship between architecture of campus buildings and the intellectual climate. Brubaker identified a number of areas in which new and imaginative ideas can become functional. Increased enrollment, new educational techniques, and expansion of institutional ties with the community requires a break with old, formal, and rigid architectural types. The author indicates his awareness of the necessity to relate space arrangements and patterns to the purposes and objectives of education.


This well-documented article explores the philosophical and psychological relationship between education and architecture. Ralph A. Cram introduced the Tudor Gothic at Princeton in 1913 and Walter Gropius introduced the International style at Harvard in 1950. The author explores their philosophies and backgrounds in order to understand their approach to their culture and resultant decisions concerning the physical environment.


The choice of an architectural firm by an institution should follow a well-developed procedure to reduce future misunderstandings after a contract is in force. To make the architect-client relationship more harmonious, Coston stresses the contract, preliminary architectural studies, and the institutional requirement program.


Davis contends that a lack of communication exists between the college administrator and the architect. To bridge this gap the author suggests a building programmer, a management consultant who translates educational objectives into architectural language. To understand how ideas can be transformed into action, the author analyzes the programmer's functions.


A college architect is both a professional architect and a college administrator. He becomes an important part of a continuing campus plan which includes both the pre-planning and post-maintenance stages. The author emphasizes the functions and responsibilities of the college architect and suggests the role the architect plays in immediate and long-range planning, construction, and maintenance.

This article discusses the approach and techniques used by an architect. Charles E. Stade, an architect who has designed more than 70 college buildings, responds to questions posed by an interviewer. Stade emphasizes the importance of clearly stated institutional goals and of communication between administrators and architects.


"A flexible plan is one obvious way to avoid obsolescence." It is difficult to plan a building that would continue to be functionally useful during its anticipated life because of problems created by the recent attitudes of dynamic technological advances and steadily increasing enrollments. Changes in methods of instruction, especially those concerned with audio-visual equipment, have created a dilemma in design for architects. The author considers this problem of laboratory and libraries in terms of fulfilling both functional and educational objectives over a period of time. He advocates four ways to achieve needed flexibility: expandability, change in relative demand, provision of services, and convertibility.


The construction of buildings on a modern campus should reflect today's needs, rather than an older period. The author stresses the development of purposeful design in the new college building. Today the architect with new materials, which suggest new forms and exterior designs, can plan for functionality and purpose and yet achieve harmony with older Gothic type structures.


Having associated with architects in secondary and higher educational planning for a number of years, the author outlines four steps in the procedure of selecting an architect. Through objective evaluation the procedure assesses the qualifications and abilities of a particular firm to satisfy the construction needs of an institution. Klagar's idea that architects should be carefully chosen is based on data indicating the percentage of total cost absorbed by architectural fees and the magnitude of responsibility given to the firm during planning and construction.


In developing a new campus the author cites planning for intelligent land-use, architectural types, and internal pattern or use of space as the major areas needing careful judgment. The site of a campus has implications both for internal esthetic qualities and down-to-earth site relationships with its environs. The type of architecture and sequence of construction
is basically related to the institutional purposes and resources and also is intimately related to the site and its physical characteristics. The internal pattern or use of space is a consequence of thoughtful consideration of future educational programs, pedestrian and vehicle traffic flow. The criteria for location and arrangement of buildings, parking spaces, and landscaping is derived from a compromise between architect and educator. The author has focused on those areas that must be carefully studied and agreed upon by architect and educator before a plan can be wisely conceived and executed. The article focuses on the concrete aspects of planning which may be overlooked. If these aspects of planning are not taken into account the results will be unsatisfactory.


The architect by nature cannot be expected to know the needs of an educational institution, as it is vastly different from most other endeavors. Therefore the college or university must take the responsibility of acquainting the architect with the "climate" of a particular institution by defining the nature of the enterprise, by transferring an understanding of the objectives and purposes of education, and inducing the architect to become as interested with the "inside" as the "outside" of the campus. The author sets forth principles designed to establish standards for plant utilization. He is well aware that these standards will vary depending on individual programs but these standards are to be determined by educators and the functional result is to be determined by the architect. Thus, planning demands cooperation between architect, administrator, and board of control. This article outlines the areas of responsibility of both the educator and the architect. The educator is responsible for transferring to the architect the "feeling" and needs of the institution so the architect can be effective in relating space utilization and educational values. In order to do so the institution must formulate a long-range program of self-analysis for the architect. Inherent in this article is the premise that the administrator knows best what the institution should be.


This article is an in-depth study of the processes and procedures used by the educator, the architect, and the city planner in developing a master plan for Contra Costa Junior College, East Campus. McCunn outlines the educational policy of tuition-free schooling through the 13th and 14th years. The architects and planners then explain the steps necessary to inculcate educational policy, architectural theory, and community needs into a master plan. Graphs and pictures are used to help indicate the areas under consideration in planning. The highlight of the article is an outline form which shows the working program formulated by the planners.

The author's purpose is to indicate how good communication between a building's occupant, contractor, and architect can increase the future effectiveness of a building. Situations that may be troublesome in the future can be anticipated and dealt with early in the planning through good communications.


From the point of view of the architect, Obata presents an overall picture on how to translate man's ideas into a better living environment. External and internal space arrangements are discussed from the principals of architectural design.


Pearce attacks four "sacred cows" within the field of architecture and warns against their inclusion in design plans. The four sacred cows include the compromising corner cutter, the hidebound formalizer, the ugly functionalist, and the exterior decorator.


Pickering indicates why educators do not or cannot formulate the objectives of their institution to provide the architect with a framework from which a design can evolve.

101. Reid, John Lyon, "How Can We Make Substantial Savings in Planning?" *College and University Business* 14:30-33, January, 1953.

The author discusses ways to reduce costs involved in the planning and constructing of future facilities by examining the policies and attitudes made apparent in present facilities. Reid feels savings in costs can be realized in the areas of modern functional design, growth projections, standardization and selection of materials, and flexibility in plans.


The construction of new facilities requires a clear understanding between administrator and architect. Although the author refers to elementary-secondary construction, the article is pertinent to higher education. The interaction between educators and architects must include effective communication so that educational goals are perceived by the architect and architectural considerations are understood by the educator. Rissetto explores the areas of communication that must exist between architects and principals so the result of planning is an effective building for education.

Scholer explores the relationship between architect and client. The author outlines three ways the architect's services are rendered and he also stresses the areas of responsibility of the educational institution in the formal meeting of architect and client.


The basic steps in an architect's plan are briefly outlined in this article. The author emphasizes that the architect must first become acquainted with the needed project. This requires a complete self-analysis by the school as to philosophy, purpose, and general functioning of both the larger school system and the proposed individual project. At this point a cooperative venture begins as the architect and administrator exchange ideas and promote the project. The third step involves the architect's schematic presentation. The fourth step is the complicated development, review, revision and final acceptance of plans. Last is the actual construction. The article points to areas that need discussion and clarification in construction of facilities.


The purpose of this article is to illustrate the procedure taken at Earlham College to select an architect.


When this article was written great attention was focused on providing proper housing accommodations for students. Young presents basic planning considerations for dormitories with illustrations and descriptive statements concerning new facilities at the University of Virginia, Indiana University, Marymount College (Tarrytown, N.Y.), and the Cardinal Farley Military Academy (Rhinebeck, N.Y.). This article represents an examination of the needs of students and colleges regarding basic costs and comfort. Young ends with a number of considerations concerning housing including cooperative planning, furniture needs, relationship to other college areas, and other architectural considerations.
D. FINANCE


This article, in question-and-answer form, outlines the highlights of the Higher Education Act of 1965. It examines briefly each of the act's eight titles and points out how much money is available, who administers the provisions, and what type of activities are allowed. A separate table listing all funds appropriated by the act to each state is included.


Baughman presents a status report of the college housing loan program enacted by the Housing Act of 1950 and administered by the Community Facilities Administration through its College Housing Branch. A report of the amounts of money loaned, number of buildings constructed, and need is given. This is followed by reports on undergraduate, graduate, and married student housing trends. Finally, he reports on Student Union construction as determined by Title IV, an amendment to the act.


College housing shortages became a major problem after World War II and created a need for self-liquidating programs which could maintain reasonable rental charges. A partial solution to the housing problem was Title IV of the Housing Act of 1950. The author focuses on this bill by discussing its inception, operation, and how it can facilitate institutional building programs.


The acquisition of land for educational institutions was difficult with Urban Renewal regulations stipulating that the purchase price of land should be in line with alternate private use. Berger outlines and interprets the issuance of Local Public Agency Letter No. 288 by the Urban Renewal Administration which allows all non-profit institutions to compete for land.

This report is based on the responses of 1,374 institutions to a questionnaire on construction and rehabilitation by the Office of Education. Costs on a per-unit basis, expenditures, and source of funds were tabulated and presented on a regional and national basis.


The purpose of this circular is to provide information about costs and financing of physical facilities. The data were obtained by questionnaire responses--72.5 percent responded from 1,905 institutions as of May, 1956. Information is analyzed by geographic regions and includes costs of buildings by type of institution, by institutional control, and by student enrollment categories. The report brings attention to salient points obtained by the questionnaire and provides a detailed picture of the costs and financing of physical plant facilities.


The dilemma of a "downtown" institution is that it is completely surrounded by competitive functional types that may or may not be compatible to future expansion. Little is usually gained in expansion except a larger campus. It leaves a "bad-taste" in the mouths of the urban and academic communities. In this case the author indicates that through the vehicle of Sec. 112 of the Housing Act of 1949, as amended, this small college was able to expand to the benefit of both sectors. A $2.6 million project cleared a slum area which not only allowed the institution to expand but also allowed a downtown cultural center.


The author defined and examined the general accounts of the physical plant budget including administration, general operation, janitor service, building maintenance, grounds, and utilities. Figures are presented for each account analyzing data received from 50 institutions by questionnaire.


This article indicates the scope of loan applications to the Community Facilities Administration for college housing units. The article also discusses briefly the procedure in obtaining a loan, type of interest payment, and architectural freedom. It gives information about the status of the CFA loan applications in 1956.


Butler indicates how economic and educational realities must be pinpointed or else the cost squeeze will postpone or even eliminate construction of laboratory classrooms. As an example, a chart presenting data on costs for laboratory and lecture classrooms is shown.

The question of how to finance new construction forces an exploration of possible monetary sources. The author identifies pertinent sources of financing and discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each. Endowment funds, bonding, and borrowing are the three sources analyzed.


Decker says that World War II increased the need for construction as institutions were unable to prepare adequately for the post-war deluge of students. But after the college housing program (PL 475) was in operation the Korean War took priority. Not until January of 1951 did the President release $40 million of the original $300 million authorized under Title IV of the Housing Act of 1950. The administration of the law is vested in the Housing and Home Finance agency but the Office of Education provides assistance in determination of loans. At that time (1951) any housing requests had to have a defense relationship. The author concludes that it would be advisable for all institutions to submit a plan for housing (excluding legal, financial details) to regional offices for preliminary approval.


The combination of the depression, the war, and post-war enrollment increase found many institutions with college housing problems. Prior to the war financing of housing was a matter of philanthropic gifts to private colleges and direct appropriations to public colleges. Since World War II the federal government has provided massive loans to finance college housing. The author reviews this historical chain of events and indicates how and why the government became involved to such a degree (388 loans, $430 million in 1956). The trend, nature, and structure of the housing bills introduced, amended and/or otherwise changed is followed in some detail, especially from 1949 to 1956. The author also deals with "program operations" by indicating the procedures necessary for the institution to follow. The article illuminates the basic facts of how and why the government entered the college housing finance market. The author has also documented the article so further study in depth can be undertaken.


This two-part article focuses on the College Housing Program (P.L. 475, 81st Congress). Both parts concentrate on the intent of the law and its characteristics, both economic and financial. The articles probe the operation of the law up to 1956 and some of its results, plus the operations of the Community Facilities Administration (CFA) as related to loans.

Douglas focuses on the possibilities of diversity in the approach to the financing of auxiliary facilities. The need for this type of facility is emphasized as the author shows that the U.S. College Housing Program can be supplemented by other methods that involve applications to non-profit, limited profit, and quasi-philanthropic organizations. Examples of these types of financing are presented, illustrating adherence to low-cost financing, non-competitive financing relative to academic facilities, and retention of control by the institution.


The College Facilities Act of 1963 posed special problems for church-related institutions of higher education. Drinan has directed his attention to the impact of this act on the Catholic college and university. Three questions concerning federal aid, strategy, and policies that should be discussed by Catholics are presented. The article is prefaced by a section outlining the law and federal aid to private institutions. The article is important because the author is a Catholic educator.


This article outlines the basic considerations in Title I, II, and III of the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963. Title I is concerned with federal grants to assist in construction of undergraduate facilities. The bill authorized $230 million for the first three years with appropriations for two more years after consideration of the bill by Congress. Twenty-two percent of the appropriations were for public community colleges and 78% for other public institutions. Title I also indicated that each state had to have a state commission broadly representative of all institutions of higher education. Title II is concerned with grants for construction of graduate facilities authorizing $25 million for the first year and $60 million each for the next two years. This section is governed by an advisory board which approves grants, prepares regulations, and policy. Title III is concerned with loans for academic facility construction. Each institution must exhaust other potential borrowing sources before the government will authorize a loan.


A concise descriptive analysis of monies available from the federal government. The analysis highlights the monies under the following headings: Group I, Construction; Group II, Programs, Instruction, and Administration; Group III, Teacher training and student assistance; Group IV, Research. Under Group I there are 10 types of assistance available from seven major legislative bills. The most important is the Higher Education Facilities Act--Title I, II, III--allowing approximately $800 million for construction or improvement of academic facilities.

The financing of residence facilities remains a crucial part of any institution's budget. This article discusses five ways that have emerged as methods to finance residence halls—Federal Housing and Home Agency's College Loan Program operated by the College Facility Administration, revenue bonds, the Parsons Concept, leasing, and private ownership.


One thousand three hundred institutions received over $1 billion through 2,036 grants and loans under the funding of the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 (PL88-204) in fiscal years 1965 and 1966. Under Title III (construction of academic facilities) Congress authorized $55 million. This article focuses on the progress in each state on the use of federal funds through the Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965 (PL89-10). The article reviews the total picture of all levels of education in terms of federal assistance, how it is used, and for what it is being used.


The preparation of a budget that incorporates costs for future acquisition of land was partially solved by University of Wisconsin by use of multiple regression, correlating specific criteria. These criteria included land assessment value, land improvement, assessed valuation, area, and a time factor. Ganigan examines this technique in terms of individual feasibility and also examines the advantages and disadvantages of this method.


A short article comparing and contrasting federal, state, and private methods of financing facilities. Southampton engaged in a $3 million building program that included facilities financed by the Housing and Home Finance Agency, New York State Dormitory Authority, and Educational Buildings, Inc. Glanz lists the advantages and disadvantages of each method.


Planning, budgeting, and financing are interrelated items in a building program, rather than progressive steps. The authors describe this interrelationship in terms of the elements within each area and to illustrate how the correct use of comparative costs may be used to advantage in a building program.


During 1964 a number of organizations began building and then leasing residence halls to colleges and universities. The author surveyed five of these organizations to learn more about costs and procedures of this private investment. The inquiry (1965) showed 26 colleges or
universities in these programs involving $60 million. Advantages and disadvantages of these investments are discussed.


Taking data from the "Inventory of College and University Physical Facilities," December 31, 1957, the author illustrates how cost per student-station-week can be computed. From this he illustrates how this action is related to calendar organization in terms of space ownership.


This article discusses the six titles of the Act of 1965 in interview style. The merits of each title are discussed separately with John R. Ludington (I), Paxton P. Price (II), Peter P. Muirhead (III), Edward Sanders (IV), S. William Herrell (V), and Jay Du Von (VI), all key officials in the U.S. Office of Education.


This article focuses on the need and rationale for the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 (PL88-204) followed by an in-depth analysis of Titles I, II, and III of the Act. The article provides a synthesis of the salient points of the Act. Also included is a section giving definitions of terms as used in the law.


At this time, May 1, 1964, forty-two states had named Commissions representative of institutions of higher education. During April of 1964 several meetings between state commission members and Office of Education representatives had occurred which attempted to propose regulations and policies for the Act. The Office of Education appointed a task force to prepare application forms and forms for other supplementary data.


Klager's article relates to the financing of student living quarters and quality of those quarters. He states that it would be difficult to construct a dormitory of less than 225 student capacity which would be economical under self-liquidating concepts. Furthermore, he maintains that problems become serious if project costs exceed $2,700 per student.


Titles I, II, and III of the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 (Public Law 88-204) appropriated or authorized nearly $5.8 million to help institutions of higher education provide undergraduate and graduate academic facilities. The authors focus on the needs that prompted the
legislation, the action taken by Congress, and the primary provisions of Titles I, II, and III.


This article examines the major provisions of the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 to find out how monies are available and to what they can be applied. Under Title I in 1965 allotments to the 50 states and D.C. totaled $227.7 million. This is only part of the total $1.2 billion that the act provides in grants and loans. The article focuses on Titles I, II, and III, outlining how much money is available, how the money is to be used, and how to become eligible for the funds.


Increased construction costs require a careful analysis of certain factors before construction begins. The author indicates some of these factors to be: skepticism about cost comparison, awareness of different materials, total investigation of preliminary plans, understanding of type of bids, good communication, and sureness before acceptance of building.


The authors present detailed data in graphic form indicating number and types of buildings to be constructed and costs as revealed by a survey of 1,885 colleges and universities by College and University Business. The data received showed 1,681 projects slated at a projected expenditure of $2.2 billion (1964).


At the time of this article the College Housing Loan Program had had no defaults and had filled a need for facilities provided by college unions. Robbins reports that by December 1961, loans were authorized to construct 212 college union type facilities. Data from Enrollment and Facilities Survey 1961-1965 revealed that 80 percent of revenue bonds sold by colleges were expected to be purchased by the Housing and Home Finance Agency.


This article provides costs of residential facilities nationally and regionally, condensed from a facilities survey conducted by the Office of Education. Rork concentrates on how costs can and do affect students, provides regional breakdowns on costs and use of revenue bonds for financing facilities.

The authors present a method that will allow administration officials to interpret the complexity of physical plant finances in order to economize. Items or situations that contribute to increased costs in plant operation are listed. It is in these areas that communication regarding costs and finance must be effective.


This article is a continuation from the February issue of College and University Business. The authors continue in their analysis of costs and finances of physical plant operation. In this article they present interpretations from six New Mexico schools relating to different techniques of analysis.


Schaefer focuses on seven factors that require careful consideration before the question of "self-liquidation" can be answered. These factors include isolation, food service, interest rate and term of loan, type of subsidy, rates to be charged, time of occupancy, and complexity of construction. Each one is examined in turn to determine the effects on costs and finances of residence halls.


Young discusses the perceptions and attitudes of administrators toward capital budgeting relative to physical plant facilities. The discussion includes these four areas of postponing construction, facilities and instruction, social responsibility, and present and future costs.
E. STATE LEGISLATION


Blackwell indicates that state agencies do not come under municipal control in the case of public institutional building programs. Blackwell discusses a number of court cases upholding this contention.


Blackwell traces the legal judgments that, by 1952, conclude that privately endowed institutions do have the right of eminent domain. Blackwell reviews three major cases in the last 40 years that reverse and then substantiate this contention.


Blackwell suggests the use of caution before diverting endowments from other intended purposes. The question here was whether or not endowments could be diverted for the purpose of acquiring land. This was prompted in many cases by the deterioration of the surrounding neighborhood. The proper administration of funds demands a complete analysis of the terms and provisions of the contribution. Moreover, Blackwell asserts that some states may have laws prohibiting endowment fund use in acquiring land if this was not the intended desire.


This short article has many implications for institutions. It describes an incident involving the building of an addition of 110 guest rooms, dining facilities, and meeting rooms to the State University of Iowa's Student Union. A suit was brought by the local hotel and motel operators charging invasion of free enterprise by a state agency. The courts found that the building was "constitutional and legal." But, construction of the addition was deferred because the case was in litigation. Blackwell also indicates, from responses of 276 member institutions of the Association of College Unions, that actually only three lawsuits were reported involving unfair practice.


The indirect control of land is proper according to both the state of Wisconsin and the state of Washington. Quoting the Supreme Court of Wisconsin, Blackwell indicates the manner by which property with considerable value may be controlled by an institution. Even though public funds were used in the purchase and development of the shopping center, the proceeds were "earmarked" for the institution. Thus the process does not violate provisions of federal or state constitutions. Similar results were
obtained by the University of Washington concerning ten acres from which they moved but retained control.


Projected enrollment figures for all institutions of higher education in North Carolina prompted the general assembly of that state to provide a framework for the expansion of community colleges. This article focuses on the history, studies to determine need, and the legislative process involved. Condensed from a larger report made by the author to the general assembly, the article illustrates the background work that must occur before construction of facilities can begin. Moreover, it indicates the prevailing trend of states to set up legal machinery for a mastery plan at the state level.


"California spends more on education than any one of 43 other states spend for all purposes." California must spend this much because it had (1965) almost 800,000 students in higher education; by 1970 it will need facilities for 230,000 more students. This tremendous surge of student population created a demand for a study of needs and problems. A committee created by the state from the University of California Board of Regents and the State Board of Education attempted to compromise the problem. Having failed, the state in 1959 ordered a restudy as a basis for a master plan for 1960-1975. A major recommendation of this committee was the "tripartite system" separating higher education institutions into three "spheres." The junior colleges still remained as part of the public school system, the University of California remained under the regents, and the State Colleges were to be governed by a board of trustees. Over all is a 15-member coordinating council for Higher Education.

In the first part Governor Brown discusses the overall problems the state encountered before World War II and immediately after. Secondly, he describes the "master-plan" of education for the state indicating structure and form. Finally, he indicates that since California enjoys 25% of space contracts and has 50% of all space engineers and scientists this is a consequence of the growth of higher education.


By 1970 the State of Florida will have a projected enrollment of 200,000 students in higher education, double that of 1963-1964. In order to handle this increase the Florida legislature authorized (1955) four new senior colleges and feasibility studies for two more. In 1963 the legislature also placed a 1.5 percent tax on all utilities to pay off construction bonds. This article highlights the master plan concept that coordinates and aids local college planning.

The factor of new in-migration, and subsequent increase in enrollment coupled with previous non-cooperation among institutions prompted the legislature of California to ask for a master plan for education. The author examines the problems as formulated by the committee charged with conducting the study. The most basic problem was the distribution of enrollment and function of the institutions. The study concluded that 12½% of the top graduates could enter as freshmen at the Universities, 33½% of the top graduates could enroll at the state colleges. The structure of control was solved with a coordinating council of higher education representing the universities, state colleges, and junior colleges. The junior colleges were under local boards, the state colleges and universities have their own control boards. Space utilization was set at 60% or at least 30 hours per week on a program from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The author concludes that under the plan considerable progress has been made and that the plan will be useful until 1975.


The author focuses on the creation of a junior college district. The subject dealt with is primarily the action taken and procedures used to promote the financial backing by a bond issue.


Massachusetts, according to the New England Board of Higher Education, would be approximately 57,000 student-spaces short by 1972 if opportunities were not expanded. Taylor reports on the resultant legislative activity, the people involved, the needs for two-year institutions, and the overall state plan that has now evolved that foresees one complete new institution per year.


This article analyzes the program for junior colleges in the State of Florida. Commenting on the need for junior colleges in Florida, the author also discusses progress made and the type of organization of the Florida system.


Working with $15,000,000 approved by the people of New Jersey, Westby's concern was to coordinate the construction program at the state's six colleges. The article highlights the factors responsible for the need and, the procedures used in planning, and outlines the construction on each campus. Floor plans and photos are included.
F. CONSTRUCTION


Taking data collected for a comprehensive report on college facilities Bokelman indicates that colleges and universities will double construction in the period 1956-1960 over that of the period 1951-1955. The author projects the total at about $3.6 billion, double the $1.79 billion of the previous period. Each geographic section (N.E., N.C., S.W.) will spend about equal amounts but when comparing geographic section by control the situation shows opposite extremes. Other data indicates the type of building to be constructed. Grouped as instructional, 1,889 buildings; research, 173; residential, 1,873; and general, 959 buildings.


The authors focus on two broad areas: new construction and rehabilitation during 1958-1959 and construction trends from 1951 to 1959. Data from 1,476 institutions were analyzed and presented in tables. The report presents information on gross expenditures for construction and rehabilitation.


This issue presents information on planned physical plant construction, the costs of this construction, and the methods of financing to be used from 1956 until 1970. The article is devoted to enrollments and related factors of capacity and space, facility requirements until 1970, campus planning, costs by types of building function, unit costs, and origin of finances for construction.


Cocking has summarized characteristics of construction type, costs, and financing of elementary, secondary, and higher education facilities. He indicates that in 1949 sixty-one percent of school districts had some construction with the total amount of costs reaching $1.1 billion. Also during 1949 contracts were let for 879 college buildings costing $352 million (does not include enrollments less than 1,000). Dormitories accounted for 30 percent of college buildings housing up to 1,000 students, a departure from the usual 200-300 student size. Liberal arts and education buildings accounted for 11 percent of volume and 10 percent of cost.
Graphs indicated the south constructed about 45 percent of all college buildings while the central section constructed about 25 percent of all buildings.


This article points out that more construction occurred in 1950 than any prior year, but that more cooperative planning was noticed. Moreover, it states that the future will see more construction and expenditures than ever and people are more concerned with meeting educational needs than constructing monuments to the past. There is now a distinct effort to become functional in building design. The author points out the increased concern of the federal government toward meeting the educational needs of the country, the increase in published literature about educational problems, and the increase in community planning of physical plants.


In 1951 over 6,400 buildings or new additions were constructed at all educational levels at expenditures of almost $2.33 billion for an estimated capacity of 2-1/3 million students, surpassing the previous high set in 1950. The author reports that 134 junior colleges constructed 199 buildings while 572 senior colleges and universities constructed 1,198 buildings. Although a noticeable trend continues in design changes for elementary and secondary schools this trend was not detected in college building. Cocking states that at this time proper attention is not focused on educational functional planning and remains as a problem. The Korean War placed a restriction on certain materials forcing the use of available substitutes and also forcing a delay in starting construction. The article includes statistical data on a regional basis for costs and types of buildings.


From a 60 percent response of 10,000 mailings Cocking indicates a decrease from 1951 in all educational construction. Over 5,800 buildings or major additions were completed at a cost of over $2.1 billion. Junior colleges (140) constructed 224 new buildings costing $58 million while senior colleges (441) constructed 885 new buildings at a cost of $480 million. Again in 1952 shortages occurred in materials. Shortages were especially noticed in steel, copper, and aluminum forcing an increase in use of other substitutes. Additions were greater than new buildings. Education and liberal arts, and dormitories were the types of buildings most frequently constructed. Nearly one third (294) of all senior college buildings and one sixth (46) of all junior college buildings were of these types. Again in 1952 there was an apparent lack of functional planning for interior space and exterior design remained as the focus. Cocking states that planning potential must appear and look "10, 20 or even 30 years" ahead for proper design. The article contains much graphic data about costs, types of buildings constructed, federal attention, and future outlook.
Data for 1953 was computed from 13,020 mailings but the author fails to mention the number of responses. These mailings record 7,560 new buildings or additions at $2.25 billion for all educational levels. While junior college and senior college construction continued to decline, public school construction reached all-time highs. Yet overall post-World War II trends continued high.

A distinct decline occurred in junior college and senior college building. Only 158 buildings were constructed on 107 junior college campuses at a cost of about $28 million while 559 senior colleges built 789 buildings at approximately $361 million. As in 1952 about 36 percent (432) of senior college construction was dormitories or education and liberal arts buildings.

Indications of the crisis in elementary school of increased enrollments is now (1954) reaching into secondary schools. The author predicts a greater need for increased construction at both the secondary and higher education level.

Reporting on the total expenditures for all school building construction in 1954, the editor indicates that $2.85 billion was spent. There was a total of 9,147 buildings constructed on all levels of education. Junior colleges (103 reporting) built 165 new buildings at a cost of $35,069,055. Fifty-two percent of this figure was spent by the western states while all other regions showed a decrease in number and cost. Colleges and universities in 1954 built 728 new buildings at a reported cost of $446,331,381. Along with the increased volume of building, costs also continued to rise with increased labor costs as the major factor. Although this article tends to concentrate on elementary and secondary construction there are valuable college and university statistics.

In 1955 there were more school buildings constructed than ever before. This report is based on findings from 13,475 inquiries and 7,767 returns. There were 9,246 buildings constructed (all education) at a total cost of $3.028 billion, an increase of $175 million from that of 1954. Public school building accounted for $2.44 billion or 80 percent of total expenditures.

Expenditures in junior college construction showed 63 percent were for education, liberal arts, science, and physical education buildings in 145 systems reporting. College and university construction increased for the third year even though expenditures were below the levels of 1950. Building costs reached an all-time high with both labor and material costs increasing. Dormitory and residence type accounted for 36% (290) of the buildings in colleges and universities. This is well above the second
place 12 percent (98) for education and liberal arts buildings. A major problem is financing construction to alleviate classroom shortages despite record physical construction. Emphasis is on public schools but these articles have important information pertaining to higher education.


This article presents the results of a questionnaire intended to determine the amount and quality of certain types of residence facilities constructed from 1950-1958. A total of 1,264 institutions were approached and 366 responded. The survey found that 2,396 residence facilities had been constructed--50% married student, 40% single student, and 10% sorority-fraternity. Graphs and charts illustrate the building programs by regions and states and colleges and their new facilities are listed.


This is a series of statistical tables and graphs highlighting elementary and secondary school characteristics compiled by the U.S. Office of Education and the Department of Labor. The relevance of these statistics is in the implications of the competition for human and monetary resources among all phases of the total educational structure in the United States. There were 49 million elementary and secondary students and 5.9 million students in higher education enrolled in 1966 in the U.S., indicating that in the future the "press" on higher education will continue. Greater percentages of high school graduates are continuing their education and this should not erupt into chaos at the higher education level. Fifteen pages of statistics lists the needs, construction rates, and monetary outlays in American elementary and secondary education.


A very brief article that discusses the salient portions of a report on conditions in college and university buildings undergoing rehabilitation. The report analyzes data from a representative sample of institutions (152 public, 59 private) about 2,280 buildings and lists a number of inferences shown by the data.


The purpose of this article is to explain the type of design known as modular coordination which allows a standardization of products, reduces waste, and combines efficiency and economy.

The trend in educational construction continued upwards but increasingly inflationary pressures were forecast for the future. *American School and University*’s latest survey revealed over 10,000 buildings or additions constructed at an outlay of $3+ billion. As in the past 89% (8,211) of buildings constructed were for public and private elementary and secondary schools.

A record $60.6 million for 306 buildings in the junior colleges shows a “steepening upward trend.” Senior college construction figures show 1,012 new buildings at a cost of $502 million—up slightly in the past few years. Dormitories and educational and liberal arts construction continued as the most frequently built facilities.

The article reports the major factors affecting construction were enrollments, shifting population, costs, bonding limitations, and federal attitudes toward aid. College construction at this time (1956) showed a trend toward all-campus planning recognizing a need long overlooked.


Over $3.4 billion was spent in 1957 to construct 9,689 new buildings or major additions at all levels of education. Although volume decreased, costs increased as the need for construction of facilities continued. Junior college construction and costs were down from 1956, with only 208 buildings costing $49.9 million in 1957 as compared to 306 buildings and $60.6 million in 1956. No reason for this decrease was given. Senior college construction also showed a decrease—919 buildings at $555.7 million in 1957 as compared to 1,012 buildings and $501.7 million in 1956. Again dormitories, academic classrooms, and science buildings were the most frequently constructed. Influencing factors continued to be enrollments while inflation and labor costs increased construction expenditures. The trends toward overall campus planning and influence of community leaders and educational consultants continued. The recession (1957-1958) will effect future construction.


Emphasis is placed on the need for new facilities at all levels despite 11,299 new buildings at a cost of $3.95 billion in 1958. Dormitories were the most frequently constructed facility on senior college campuses. Whereas senior colleges spent a total of $718 million, junior colleges expended $57 million for 247 new buildings. This article has numerous graphs plus a 10-year (1949-1958) summary showing number of buildings in each section of the country and the total costs.


The total educational system in 1960 spent $3.8 billion for 8,930 new buildings or major additions. Figures for junior colleges indicate an outlay of $71.7 million for 225 buildings—both totals down for 1959. College and university figures for 1960 indicate a drop in number of
buildings constructed since 1959, but an increase in expenditures. Once again residence facilities amounted to more than 33 percent of the total number of buildings constructed at senior colleges (424/1,179). Science buildings rank second in number constructed (152/1,179). A 10-year survey of costs and number of buildings constructed by region and level of education is again presented.


The changes that have occurred in the building of residence facilities are treated in this article, but the main theme is to illustrate the necessity of relating social life, the intellectual development, and the physical environment of the student. There is a three-way relationship of cost, quality, and quantity in planning facilities to meet the goals of the colleges.


Due to the increasing dynamism of educational institutions, Gores feels there will be a corresponding change in physical facilities. He briefly describes future trends in libraries, laboratories, gymnasiums, and the overall campus environment.


The growth of the number of junior colleges since 1910 is remarkable. This article presents a listing of 306 junior colleges that includes present number of buildings and future building plans. It also includes in the listing date opened, first year enrollment, 1958 enrollment, and 1968 projections.


The author focuses on the efforts of administrators and faculty in long-range planning at Southern University and A. and M. College. Because of increased enrollments a building committee was appointed. The committee found that a formulation of institutional goals and the development of a master plan were needed. The author states the committee members' interaction and also indicates the principles followed by the committee in planning each building.


The costs of new construction on any campus prompts a careful inquiry into types and methods of construction in order that the costs be kept to a minimum. Many feel that traditional methods are as inexpensive as newer, less traditional ways. The author feels that all techniques of construction should be investigated. One such technique is R. Buckminster Fuller's concept of the geodesic dome. Hayward describes "National College" which has each and every building as a geodesic dome.
He indicates the advantage of this technique by showing how easily and cheaply they may be constructed and suggests complete coverage of a campus with geodesic domes.


Data collected by questionnaire from 1,937 institutions of higher education were classified to reveal functions of buildings, estimated value of facilities, construction type, condition of building, initial occupancy, space as assigned and gross area, and investment in facilities. The report represents an intensive inventory of U.S. institutions of higher education, building-by-building, as of December 31, 1957.


The author identifies the problems which need to be solved before architect plans are finalized. He identifies flexibility as a desirable feature of libraries and indicates that modular engineering may be the way to achieve it. The article includes cross-sections and floor plans and provides insight into the type of preliminary planning needed for any building.


This article illustrates the type of planning that is involved in classroom design. Hutchinson indicates the relationship between the learning process and arrangement of classrooms within a building. Schematic drawings are presented indicating the differences between "traditional" arrangements and the learning center concept that is replacing the traditional.


The expansion of Northwestern University by filling part of Lake Michigan was dictated by the conditions surrounding the campus on the north, west, and south sides. The filling of 74 acres was cheaper than buying land to the west and would have a more aesthetic effect than intensifying the land-use of the original campus. Kerr's article describes briefly the background of the project and focuses on the steps that had to be taken before construction. These steps included public presentation of the plan, and approval by numerous government agencies.


This article outlines three phases of planning a student union. The author indicates the type of questions that need to be answered as the first phase of planning. The second phase involves the collecting of data, and the third phase is the advent of the building itself. Also
Libraries occupy a central position on any university campus. Thus proper location and internal arrangement must result from detailed knowledge about the university itself. This article discusses in some detail the philosophy behind library design bringing together the purposes of education and the uses and functions of libraries. The author focuses on the premises for planning design, library characteristics, and the creation of a plan. A lengthy bibliography is included.


Krenitsky included problems that the university will face during planning and comments about justification of this type of building.

Krenitsky states that "Libraries occupy a central position on any university campus. Thus proper location and internal arrangement must result from detailed knowledge about the university itself. This article discusses in some detail the philosophy behind library design bringing together the purposes of education and the uses and functions of libraries. The author focuses on the premises for planning design, library characteristics, and the creation of a plan. A lengthy bibliography is included."
The author outlines a philosophy consisting of "architectural spirit, the total man, and technology of structure" relative to the planning of Central Christian College at a new location. Pearce discusses analysis and planning of site, analysis of plan, and the premises derived from the above.


The author discusses the architectural planning problems involved in a new junior college. Commenting on the program, Pearce shows how planning developed and gives a brief account of anticipated building. Four problems of planning included campus expandability, campus unification, unpredictability of growth, and educational focus of the county.


Rauh discusses the lift-slab method in the building of a new residence hall and the advantages of this type of construction.


Rork draws attention to a number of noticeable trends in comparing the expenditures of 1951-1955 with projected expenditures 1956-1970. The period 1951-1955 saw $485,863,000 spent for residential buildings. Of this amount 2.7% was for faculty housing, 4.6% for married students, 38.5% for single women, and 50.3% for single men. The projections for 1965-1970 indicate the following trends. The percentage spent for married student housing will increase from 4.6% to 9.7% of total. Rork indicates enrollment figures are important in denoting these trends. When these data are further subdivided, construction emphasis is heightened.


Age does not necessarily make a building obsolete. After careful planning, a building of many years may be refurbished so that the building reflects current educational needs. There must be emphasis on educational functions so that architectural considerations are a result of educational needs and concepts. The authors first focus on what constitutes modernity and then describe three new buildings at Southeast Missouri State College.


Talley points out a number of architectural trends in campus construction that appear to be consistent with contemporary construction, culture, and education. He indicates a return to "reason" from historical architectural styles which were inefficient and uneconomical. This article relates design to functionalism and today's educational ideas, and goes into the advantages and disadvantages of design.
Even in 1952 high construction costs prompted many college administrators to seek the best relationship of costs, function, and quality. Taylor is sure that Trinity College has capitalized on a new construction technique that does reduce cost without undue sacrifice of quality and function. Trinity University has moved three times in its 83 year history. Before the last move the college built three buildings for less than $1 million (unfortunately the author does not indicate square footage). The author examines method and includes comments about it from architects and construction officials. Pictures of the process are included.

This article discusses the planning of Long Beach State College. The authors state briefly the planning development of the college regarding spatial relationships, site, and orientation. An architect's model of the school is shown and pertinent space figures are given.

Tonigan feels a great change in the design of residence facilities and thinks architects have met a long-time problem of design with some success. On the other hand, Tonigan states that most colleges will need business managers and plant managers professionally trained to handle the millions of dollars worth of residence structures instead of guidance oriented personnel. Tonigan examines costs, furnishings, sites, and the future of residence facilities in this article.

From 9,200 inquiries, American School and University was able to count 11,232 new buildings and additions costing $6.1 billion at all levels of education for 1965. Fifty-seven percent of construction costs were for public, private, and church-related elementary and secondary schools. Colleges and universities accounted for 39 percent and junior colleges 3.5 percent of the total expenditures. All figures are the highest ever recorded by American School and University.

This article makes use of graphs to portray number, type, and cost of buildings at all levels and in all regions. Moreover, it gives brief mention to type and direction of federal aid and also the type of person involved in planning at the different types of institutions.

In response to a survey on building plans by the Office of Education, Van Dyke reports that two thirds of the responses show $1.4 billion of construction scheduled to begin in 1951. Van Dyke indicates also the type of building to be constructed, by public or private institution.
With data supplied from a questionnaire distributed in December, 1950, the future construction of 66% of institutions enrolling 80% of students was tabulated. Thirty-five percent of the institutions answering shows that construction in the next 18 months (1950-1951) will total approximately $1.5 billion. Public institutions indicated they would construct 2/3 of the building. By type of building breakdown it was shown that libraries lead the list. Instructional type was next. Most construction was planned to expand existing facilities, little was done to rehabilitate or for additions. Public institutions indicated 60% of their construction was to be new while private indicated 75% of their construction to be new.


Whittlesey describes and analyzes the master plan for Gujarat University in Ahmedabad, India. Large-scale planning is desirable so that the university does not hem itself in as it tries to grow, and to overcome the disturbing lack of relationships resulting from haphazard growth. Whittlesey considers five major objectives which, if applied, would lend themselves to the formulation of a unified plan. The increased specialization of disciplines can increase a tendency to grow apart—physical planning can help reduce this tendency toward isolation by planning for sub-areas within an overall plan. The essential features of a master plan include effective land-use, effective methods to relate sub-areas, and provide a central integrating element.


The author concentrates on a number of important ideas that must be considered in preliminary planning of student unions. These areas include employment of the director during early planning, no commitment to a rigid time schedule, employment of a professional consultant, and a realistic financial evaluation.
G. EXPANSION


Allen states four principles that guided the planning of the University of South Florida and then describes the construction and financing of the first few buildings on the new campus.


A brief article which describes the building of nine student unions in the Wisconsin state system. A table condenses meaningful construction data.


The authors focus on the role taken by the Board of Education working with citizens of Flint in the development of Flint Community Junior College.


This article illustrates how educational needs and programs can be integrated into a relationship with the physical plant. Explaining the educational program of the college and then indicating how an architectural firm designed physical structures facilitating the educational goals is an example of long-range campus planning. Florida Presbyterian is carrying out a 90 building, $25 million development program.


Byrd discusses the impact of increasing enrollment on the University of Alaska and the resultant expansion within the framework provided by the Alaska Public Works Act until statehood was achieved. Since then a new survey of facilities and financing is being conducted with funds from the Ford Foundation and Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc.


The authors discuss the master plan and construction for Calvin College and Seminary at a new location.


This article focuses on the different campuses that have or are currently contemplating high-rise dormitories. Problems that have arisen with
this type of structure in terms of cost, student behavior, and reaction from the public are treated.


Dunsworth discusses the present status and future planned expansion of Alaska Methodist University. Floor plans and campus plans are presented.


To build a multi-million dollar complex on top of a mountain takes not only fortitude but foresight. Simon Fraser University is located on top of Burnaby Mt. in British Columbia with an "unusual single building complex." The over-riding idea was to allow a horizontal relationship to be transferred in terraces which follow the contours. The architectural concept was to blend the buildings into the contour of the hilltop allowing the university to "become" part of it. It is massed around a mall, which is covered, at the central point of the school. At one side is the academic "zone," at the other is the recreational and residential zone. The author is quite concerned with the overall facility blending harmoniously with the physical environment and he states "that no building has an independent identity. He stresses the intent of creating a "rhythm" with the landscape.


The opening of Carthage College in Kenosha, Wisconsin, provided a unique urban campus to complement the existing rural-oriented campus in Illinois (300 miles apart). Harris focuses on a description of the four buildings that were first built and looks into the flexibility of these buildings as campus enrollment enlarges. The author also claims that the cost of $4.3 million which includes furnishings, site work, equipment, and buildings was cheaper than a new college due to the fact that one board of trustees and administrative staff handles both campuses. Harris does not indicate shape or size of the campus, nor does he indicate building arrangements, but he has included a cost breakdown for the buildings.


In the next ten years the University of Pittsburgh plans 3,600,000 square feet of new construction. This compares favorably with the construction since 1954-5,400,000 square feet at a cost of $100 million. The author discusses the highlights of the campus expansion in terms of the planning stages which include plant needs, financing and site acquisition, architectural features, and style.


This article not only provides a descriptive analysis of why the site of the campus of Grand Valley State College was selected and why the design was chosen but relates it to the educational needs and objectives of the institution. Located in an area of high population, it is a commuters' college with liberal arts and teacher education as primary concerns. Also
the article lists in detail the costs, footage, occupant footage, etc. of the first four buildings plus a detailed floor plan. This article allows a synthesis of educational needs, costs, and architect's actual plans.


This article discusses the master plan and the progress of Briarcliff Colleges' $6.8 million expansion program. Construction included classrooms, dorms, and library.


The authors indicate that because of rising student enrollments most institutions will be seriously considering expanding their present housing facilities and those institutions not providing housing at this time will also consider doing so. Thus the authors provide data from a U.S. Office of Education study on campus housing facilities. Two graphs provide data on (1) residential information according to student enrollment and (2) residential information according to type of institution. An analysis of the data prompts the authors to list six major suggestions involving construction and expansion of facilities at various types and sizes of institutions.


Ten case studies representing the planning of new institutions, movement to a new location, and expansion are highlighted in this publication. The purpose is to present individual experiences as a manifestation of how planning overcomes the specific difficulties of each campus.

Each study indicates the educational goals; how these relate to the physical plant structure, and the decision underlying the planning process.


This article describes the major buildings to be constructed. It has architect's drawings of all buildings indicating its modern architecture and integrating features. There is also a site plan indicating relative placement of buildings. Finally, the author has provided a list of buildings to be constructed and the anticipated costs (1951).


The author focuses on the relationship between planning, costs, and the goals of the Bethany Theological Seminary's new campus. Materials, individual costs, and the buildings constructed are commented on.
Universities must consider people, land, buildings, time, money, and change in planning for physical facilities that will complement the education process. Temple University followed these factors in outlining a $75 million expansion to take place in two phases (1957). The author focuses on the reasons for expansion, considerations for arrangements, on building needs, and outlines specifications. Maps of the campus are included with detailed science department requirements.

A very short article that describes the start of a $27 million expansion program at St. John's University of Brooklyn, New York. Thirteen buildings are included in the plan which is slated for completion by 1970. The general campus layout, priorities, and costs are briefly discussed.
H. UTILIZATION


Avots indicates the importance of utilization studies but also states that certain problems must be considered before a space utilization study can be successfully begun and concluded. Avots focuses on type of forms to be used, instruction in the use of these forms, type of materials needed during study, time schedule, and summarization comparison methods. These five areas were revealed by a project undertaken at the Taylor Management Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania.


The authors' purpose is to introduce a mathematical model by which probabilities of optimum size and distribution of classrooms can be approximated.


A short article reporting the main ideas from a survey about the conservation of resources by Independent College Funds of American, Inc. Burns indicates degree of utilization of space, type of program, value of plant, construction intent, and purchasing power from 352 institutions averaging 1,040 students (1963-1964).


The use of detailed long-range plans is a necessity before a state system of colleges can be constructed or remodeled. The authors' purpose is to illustrate how California's Department of Education arrived at the number of classrooms needed to handle increasing enrollments in a statewide system. A formula was developed using data about full-time equivalent, average class size per subject, number of class hours per week for 15 hours of credit, and room saturation hours per week per subject in order to determine the classrooms needed for a particular discipline. Illustrations of the use and the rationale behind the formula are presented.


The focus of this article is the use of a formula to determine the need of faculty offices before planning of buildings. Presenting a general formula, Butler derives formulas for estimating office needs in terms of lecture and laboratory classrooms. He uses actual situations to illustrate their practicality.

Cornell examines enrollment projection procedures and how they may or may not be useful in helping to facilitate further planning. Using real data, but in a hypothetical manner, the author illustrates how numerous types of projections are more useful than a single figure.


The management of space begins with an inventory of space. Cornell categorizes types of space, lists type of data needed, emphasizes difficulties encountered in establishing norms, and lists space requirement procedures in an effort to design the type of study needed to collect space data.


Doi concentrates on faculty office space in the overall institutional space utilization. He suggests that emphasis on classroom and laboratory space study has resulted in neglect of proper concern for other uses, among them faculty offices. Generally, classroom and laboratory space accounts for 40% of the physical plant. If the other space uses are not considered, a false projection in future enrollments could occur as a corresponding increase in space allotments for faculty may not be considered. The author also found that faculty space should be increased to allow for clerical help, increased confrontation with students to permit more privacy. Doi suggests that improper plant planning is a "barrier" to sound curriculum development—and can become a morale factor.


The author describes and presents examples of a concept known as the "space factor." The space factor is a technique designed to measure space efficiency by expressing both utilization and space allocation at the same time.

234. ________, "How to Keep Space Planning Down to Earth," *College and University Business* 32:63-66, April, 1962.

Fuller's purpose is to give an overview of how and why space studies are made and what use they serve. He differentiates between space allocation and utilization and places proper emphasis on each.

325. Fuller, William S., and Rork, John B., "Classroom Space Per Student: Here's How to Figure It," *College and University Business* 31:43-47, September, 1961.

The authors show how function, size, and shape are important elements to consider in determining square feet per student-station. They indicate briefly how other authors have determined these figures and discuss their advantages and disadvantages before presenting their thesis.
The authors use data from two U.S. Office of Education studies to develop guidelines which show that the determination of classroom capacity is not a function of data on student-station alone. Function, shape, and size of classroom must be considered along with averages in order to fully consider capacity of classrooms. This article includes two tables which present data on (1) average room size, average student-station, and average number of stations; and (2) condition of buildings.


Gores presents information on higher education planning, flexibility, utilization of space, housing, science facilities, libraries, and new forms and materials as determined by the Educational Facilities Laboratories (1963) regarding the practices in construction and planning.


Graham presents a nomogram designed to establish existing and potential capacities of classrooms plus establishing dimensions of planned facilities. Instruction in the use of the nomogram and an illustration of it are presented.


Four speakers discuss the factors involved and the procedures taken to increase space utilization and/or design of physical facilities. The studies of these physical facilities were in part funded by the Educational Facilities Laboratories (EFL) and resulted in data usable in determining space utilization.


The focus of this article is the advantages and disadvantages of various sized classrooms. The author suggests that planning of classroom size is derived from judgment factors rather than from scientific evidence. The article also contains diagrams showing the arrangement and capacity of various sized rooms.

Loomis, Wayne W., "Low Utilization: Is It a Disease or a Symptom?" College and University Business 36:51, April, 1964.

A brief article in which the author strongly suggests that low utilization is a symptom of a disease caused by inefficiency in course planning and growth. He suggests curricula reform and revision as treatment.

The author illustrates the possibility of achieving 100% classroom utilization. Although Masiko states that 100% utilization may not be desirable it nevertheless may be necessary. In order to accomplish this goal, a lettering system was used to assign courses. A diagram helps explain the system.


The determination of space allocation becomes increasingly difficult with increasing enrollments. At Minnesota increased enrollment forced a change in normal space allocation procedures. This article outlines the procedural changes that occurred and analyzes the effectiveness of the changes.


This article summarizes remarks made by the panel relating to space allocation programs, administration of these programs, and timing and costs involved. Concepts are condensed but important overall ideas by men involved in physical plant management are in evidence.


J. Dale Russell at the time of the publication of this article was preparing a Manual designed, through the collection of data, to help institutions develop effective space utilization studies. The Manual is to assist administrators in making more efficient use of their physical plant. Russell indicates that such efficiency is a sign of good management and must be undertaken due to enrollment pressures. Russell indicates how the data were collected, interpreted, and the mode of presentation. Only 101 institutions responded clearly so that norms could be effectively utilized in the study. Russell indicates that with only 101 institutions providing the data, the norms "must be considered very tentative," but that they are "surprisingly stable."


Schwehr presents a technique used in Wisconsin designed to collect reliable data for planning and management. Termed the "analysis sketch method" the technique provides cost estimates, instructional program analysis, space allocation, and site plan. The author also presents procedures used to develop this method of analysis and illustrates form sheets used.

Space allocation is most important in planning of facilities. But what guidelines are to be used in this allocation? Smith advances some answers by discussing how the University of California attempted building measurement in the planning of $150 million of buildings since World War II. Smith feels requirements can be defined in terms of square feet of space per building. Using tables he presents a method for the measurement of space, formulation of guidelines, and the application of these guidelines in a hypothetical case. The author reports that in their planning, all floor space is reduced to a per student basis. Thus faculty-student ratios are used. Smith points out that these guidelines may not be applicable to other types than instructional space.


Smith indicates how institutions can more effectively utilize existing space, equipment, and facilities. The author concentrates on organizational controls, procedures, and standards in overall administration of space.


Increasing student enrollment emphasizes the need for a more effective allocation of space within college and university academic buildings. The author suggests a number of points that he feels should lead to a more effective utilization of space. Three major areas include administration, statistical analysis of utilization, and planning practices. Smith feels decentralized scheduling of classes with parallel reporting of schedules to a central office is necessary for good administrative analysis and decision. But favorable space utilization of all types of space is best achieved through centralized administration. Physical plant planning must be "objective, campus-wide, long-range" planning based on educational theory and the institution's educational programs.


The author comments on the importance of the role Institutional Research plays in planning in colleges and universities. Institutional Research is defined, the thrust of Institutional Research at Florida State is presented, and guiding principles for a program of Institutional Research are given.


Taylor presents the type of analysis needed to ensure effective utilization of available space.

Western Kentucky State increased utilization of classrooms 57% by employing the method of "step scheduling." Thompson presents the mechanics and the advantages of this system which was designed to increase classroom utilization.


This article calls for each institution to have an effective space allocation program. Tonigan states that in many cases where administrators feel new programs cannot be introduced it is attributed to lack of space; in reality it is poor utilization of existing space. He calls for a program designed to maximize existing space utilization by first conducting an analysis of existing conditions, then analyzing the educational programs, setting up a committee with responsibility, and then assigning activities to a proper location.


Even though Wilson stresses the area of the public school his purpose is applicable to colleges. The increasing pressure of enrollments, concepts about the value of education, and the technical nature of education require more and more buildings. In terms of financing these buildings, Wilson claims that the present tax structure is not adequate. In view of this he points out that utilization of the present physical plant must increase.


Zanfino concentrates his discussion on a formula which is designed to calculate optimum number of students per semester. He contends this formula is usable provided all physical space data are available.
1. PARKING


The article focuses on the steps taken at Alabama Polytechnic to analyze the space between buildings, the formulation of a plan, and the carrying out of that plan designed to increase the functionality and esthetics of that space. Consideration should be given to landscaping, parking and walking site development, and the future incorporation of site development in architect planning of buildings.


With an estimated enrollment of 27,500 students by 1967, U.C.L.A. calculated a need for approximately 23,000 parking spaces. This article discusses the need for parking, the intended construction program, and the costs involved in a seven-year program designed to alleviate the parking problem in the immediate periphery of ten structures located on the main campus.


The author focuses on site problems. In the last decade colleges and universities are doing more than mere construction of facilities—they are meeting their problem of site head on and turning facilities into functional assets. By consulting a reputable firm, problems of site (parking, transportation, drainage, arrangements, and other area design) are resolved as integrated elements of university planning. Du Von stresses that the total environment is most important to ensure that the character of an institution is compatible with the function of the university. The author uses Grand Valley State College, UCLA, SIU, and Florida Presbyterian College as examples.


The purpose of this article is to show the relationship between enrollment potential and physical size. The author conducted walking time studies in order to advance understanding of an optimum student enrollment based upon limiting factors of the physical campus. According to Egner's findings, arrangements of academic, administrative, recreational, library, and housing areas which are elements of the campus may be predicated on walking time, time between classes, heights of buildings, and density of buildings.

The selection of a proper site for a new campus demands careful inquiry about cost, location, size, availability of public utilities, and accessibility. This article is a discussion of these factors in consideration of campus planning. The authors use a dialogue between a planner and an administrator to present the steps involved, facts to be considered, and procedure in selection of a new site.


The use of space for parking areas is a result of an increasing use of motor transportation by all personnel connected with institutions. In urban areas this constitutes a major problem. This article focuses on conditions responsible for the problem and attempts to alleviate the parking problem on the UCLA campus.


This article illustrates how correct planning of spatial relationships can result in fewer major traffic arteries which hinder and affect the safety of students. The examples are drawn mainly from Michigan State University and a booklet on traffic safety within residential areas, written by the author.


The author focuses on parking problems and tentative solutions through a question-and-answer type format. Much of the information has been derived from experience at Portland State College which has one 8-story parking area and plans two more.


The purpose of this article is to describe a possible solution to parking problems in high density areas where control is a must. The solution presented is an interesting device requiring a "key" to activate a gate; thus entrance is provided only to a controlled number. This represents an attempt by one institution to regulate a growing problem on all campuses.


The author describes the parking situation, policies toward parking, and implementation of these policies at SUNY of Fredonia.

266. Walsh, T. G., "We Solved the Parking Problem on Our Campus," College and University Business 30:62-64, April, 1961.

This article illustrates the methods by which Hofstra College met a growing parking problem. The discussion includes allocation of space and administrative controls.
The increased enrollments at institutions of higher education impel institutional authorities to consider new ways of coping with this problem. The author shows how urban renewal can be utilized to good advantage in urban-academic communities to help alleviate population pressures. Urban renewal is used to regenerate a neighborhood as an asset with the total community. The benefit to the institution is in the decreased cost of cleared land, vis-a-vis uncleared land, where costs are increased by the value of the buildings thereon. Ashworth shows how Section 112 of the Housing Act of 1959, when properly applied by the university and the city, has four distinct advantages to the University.

Within the past 40 years, and especially since World War II, a dramatic "revolution" in building homes has materialized. Before the onset of the depression years most homes were financed and built by individuals and small contractors. Sometimes large parcels of land were purchased and then subdivided. Since World War II however, large scale operations have evolved in which hundreds of homes are built, roads and utilities provided, and mortgages financed, all in a period of two years. This type of evolutionary landscape produced a community of housing but one more than lacking in proper civic facilities. The author points to three basic issues that have developed: (1) mass-production of housing requires long-range planning of community, (2) mass-produced housing creates a social segregation, and (3) the consumer, who comes last, has little choice relating to total environment. The implication of this type of housing for elementary and secondary education facility location is that it creates more problems than it solves.

The authors comment on the integration of the Flint Community Junior College as an entity within the master plan of the city of Flint, Michigan.

The author examines pertinent points about building codes and the relationship with college facility construction. It is necessary for a college business official to ask about his own particular code: age of code, contents, and is the code rigid or flexible? He stresses six steps colleges can follow to modernize building codes affecting their construction.

The impact of the University Circle Development Foundation of Cleveland on development of 488 acres in Cleveland is the focus of this article. The author describes the function, organization, and the spirit promoted by this foundation since its inception in 1952 on a 20-year plan involving 29 social and educational institutions and costing approximately $174.5 million.


The author warns the educator that not only is he lax in town-gown relationships, but also that other factions of society are invading his domain, while he is blind to both. Duhl sees the university as the agent best suited for social change and thus social leadership. The values, ideas, and spirit of education should not only continue but extend into all areas of society. He does not say that the universities are not involved; it is just that they get involved too late. He concludes by stressing that institutions provide a community role in educating people.


The author discusses the value of higher education to a community. Estimates are made as to the amount of money construction expenditures, student spending, payrolls, etc. placed in the local economy.


This article relates the increased enrollment of institutions and the resultant problems that occur analogous to the urban community. As the universities grow larger an average size of 20,000 to 25,000 would be common. Furthermore, these 500 to 600 institutions will enroll "5,000 students or more, three quarters of all students in attendance." Thus size alone will create problems, especially in administration which will accrue more and more specialized functions. As the faculty increases in numbers they will lose a feeling of administrative participation and importance to these specializations. As size increases and instruction becomes more impersonal the relationship between intellectual growth and social and living arrangements becomes polarized. The author suggests as solutions to the above problems: (1) selection of high potential students for special treatment; (2) enlist intellectual students to help motivate others; (3) a different approach to housing arrangements; and (4) more attention to planning of an educational nature.


This article describes a new ordinance which zoned 50 acres for University use in Akron. Hardy traces the inspection of the ordinance and indicates the importance of the ordinance to the municipal university.
The management of space is not restricted to the campus but extends to areas beyond the campus proper. Harnwell indicates the reciprocal impact of the academic and urban communities and discusses the linkages that are operating in Philadelphia via the University, the city, and the West Philadelphia Corporation.


There is no doubt that in recent years the academic community and the urban community are becoming more integrated. The urban institution has been fostered by the increased urbanization of population and the resultant interchange is one of mutual benefit. Even so, there are both disruptive and cohesive forces and Hester focuses on these forces. Cohesive forces are economical educational opportunities, attractive qualities for other functions, research to solve urban problems, and the urban community as a relevant intellectual environment. Disruptive forces are: inadequate finances, land shortage, family amenities, and provincialism, induced by commuting students.


"In small community and large, the university is the strategic focus of social and cultural organization." The influence of the university on the urban community is being widely recognized but until recently the universities were more concerned with "planning buildings" instead of "planning communities." There can be no doubt that the "impact area" of any institution goes far beyond the institution's land ownership and/or control and that expertise in planning can help to make benefits available to both the urban and academic communities. The author identifies housing, university growth, related institutions, traffic and parking, and commercial facilities as problem areas that place special burdens on an urban community when they are not identified and considered at the proper time in the planning process.


The economic support of an area depends on whether the economic functions are basic or non-basic in nature. Basic functions bring money into an area by selling outside, while non-basic functions usually just spread the money throughout an area without generating new levels. Kraushaar conducted a study to determine whether the University of Bridgeport contributed to the area's economy in a positive fashion. It does--to the level approaching $10 million a year. Because most students are from outside the area they become economic assets while at the institution. The study used questionnaires to determine what and how much the student body was spending of the total.

The acquisition of land for expansion is a difficult procedure for a "land-locked" institution. It is only too obvious that institutions must occupy space and yet many find themselves completely surrounded by occupied land when expansion is necessary. This situation indicates one reason why institutions should be aware of the surrounding physical environment. The author examines four questions: (1) Why should the surrounding environment be of concern? (2) How to approach the conditions? (3) What can an institution do to secure an adequate campus area? and (4) In what way can federal urban renewal programs be used? The author also indicates how Section 112 of the Housing Act of 1959 can help achieve better campus neighborhoods.


The perceptions and attitudes of industrial executives toward locations near institutions of higher education are reflected in this article. Survey results show that 35 of 53 executives considered higher education as an important factor in choosing industrial location sites. Quotations from top executives are presented indicating their reflections about the urban and academic areas.


The overall status, structure, and trends of our society have important implications for higher education. The author, a sociologist, discusses in some depth the trends of population and levels and styles of life. His approach is twofold in that he views both sides of the problem. For instance, in terms of population trends he predicts by 1980 there will be 11.5 million students in higher education. He indicates the possible social and economic benefits but he also indicates that what now is a "sellers" market may become a "buyer's" market. Moreover, increased population also means increased taxation for increased facilities. The implications of the author's predictions are viewed in terms of libraries and teaching.


The authors attack the American "system" of education. Instead of concentrating on the techniques of education, they question the goals to which we presently adhere. The article is in four parts: I. "Two Interpretations of Modern American Society," II. "A Re-examination of the Premises of Contemporary American Education," III. "The Direction of Modern Educational Change," and IV. "A Proposal for Education in Community." The premises of education include: (1) education as formal schooling, (2) education as a publicly operated monopoly, and (3) education structured similar to corporate business. The authors feel that many problems of education are derived from these basic premises. The goals of American style education are also questioned in the sense that the goals are always achieved, rarely are the goals themselves questioned as to their adequacy or validity. An alternative offered by the authors would alter the context of education as now conceived. They perceive a school-laboratory-studio-work-community seminar context through which all age groups, all
diverse cultures could interact and communicate. The contexts indicate
the authors are stressing education as "systematic instruction, action,
and reflection."

The authors dissent from the prevailing type of reform by going
beyond this "restrictive" tradition of value judgments that are not ser-
iously, if at all, questioned or even adequately justified. It is a plea
to re-evaluate the present structure in terms of "community" relationships
and the "great society" arguments.

Education 34:203-216, April, 1963.

One of the more difficult problems facing the university today is
the acquisition of land for expansion of physical facilities. By acquiring
land the university can and does increase tensions between the city, the
institution, and the immediate neighborhood. The author felt that pre-
viously the city and the institution were at odds in that each acted as if
the other were not there. Section 112 of the Housing Act of 1959 has, to
a great extent, overcome this dichotomy. Today in Chicago, Cleveland,
Philadelphia and other cities both institutions (city and University) are
cooperating in this venture of acquisition of land. The rapprochement
of city and university fostered by government legislation strengthened the
ability to acquire land for expansion, decreased the tendency for contigu-
ous neighborhood deterioration, and increased the economic assets of both
communities. Money credits extended by Section 112 reduced monetary
worries but did nothing to alleviate social and political conflicts. The
author feels that these problems remain to be resolved. In a joint urban-
renewal project the university must strive for a balance between the one
extreme of limiting itself to the objectives of an academic environment
and the opposite extreme of improvement for all who will reside and work
in that area. A "middle road" is the way to achieve a favorable environ-
ment conducive to both academic and urban communities.

285. Solnitt, Albert, "Town and Gown: One Community," Teachers College

The construction of a building on a campus creates an environment
of its own. Taken with the whole campus the physical structure creates a
different environment. Taken in view of the whole urban community, the
academic community should be an integrated element. Solnitt claims it
isn't, but it should be. His thesis is how the academic community and the
urban community should be integrated to allow reciprocal linkages.

286. Tonigan, Richard F., "Plant Management and Good Community Relations,"

This article focuses on the area of school-community relationships.
Tonigan states that people representing local business firms, city serv-
ices, and local citizens can enhance these school-community relations via
an advisory group.

287. "The University in an Urbanized America," editorial, Journal of

The editor of the Journal of Higher Education addresses himself to
those trends that may be potentially dangerous to the recognized, worthwhile
values. The major trend of growth in the university is seen by the editor as disruptive in the sense of the ability of individuals to see the whole. The editor feels that this growth leads to specialization within the faculty. Thus the administration takes over the area of decision-making generally reserved for the faculty. Again this fragmenting takes place in the students as a greater divergence in abilities, social background, etc. becomes apparent. It leads to vocational training rather than education. The author concludes that the "growing interdependence of town and gown is desirable but higher education should not lose its identification and orientation." The editor feels that "traps" can be avoided by careful, and previously neglected, planning.


Educational facilities are not divorced from the community—they should not be built, but planned. The author discusses first the rationale for community and/or regional planning and procedures for planning. Only by proper land-use arrangement can the total social fabric of a community serve the "best interest" of a community. Secondly, he discusses the place of the elementary, secondary, and college levels of education within the community. Two basic theories, the neighborhood and community concepts, are discussed along with the obstacles involved in proper school siting (financing, uneven population distribution, spatial location, government).


Wright presents a brief synthesis of the work of the University of Chicago and the South East Chicago Commission that contributed to a rehabilitation of an urban neighborhood and university.
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312. Ebert, G. W., "Steel Stadium at Penn State Seats 30,000," *College and University Business* 8:34-35, April, 1950.
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